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ABSTRACT
Silicon Nanowire based biosensors owe their sensitivity to the large surface area
to volume ratio of the nano-wires. However, presently they have only been shown
to detect specific bio-markers in low-salt buffer environments. The first part of this
thesis presents a pertinent next step in the evolution of these sensors by presenting
the specific detection of a target analyte (NT-ProBNP) in a physiologically relevant
solution such as serum. By fabrication of the nanowires down to widths of 60 nm,
choosing appropriate design parameters, optimization of the silicon surface function-
alization recipe and using a reduced gate oxide thickness of 5 nm; these sensors are
shown to detect the NT-ProBNP bio-marker down to 2 ng/ml in serum. The ob-
served high background noise in the measured response of the sensor is discussed and
removed experimentally by the addition of an extra microfabrication step to employ
viii
a differential measurement scheme. It is also shown how the modulation of the local
charge density via external static electric fields (applied by on chip patterned elec-
trodes) pushes the sensitivity threshold by more than an order of magnitude. These
demonstrations bring the silicon nanowire-based biosensor platform one step closer to
being realized for point-of-care (POC) applications. In the second half of the thesis it
is demonstrated how silicon micromechanical piezoelectric resonators could be tasked
to provide wireless powering to such POC bio-systems. At present most sensing and
actuation platforms, especially in the implantable format, are powered either via on-
board battery packs which are large and need periodic replacement or are powered
wirelessly through magnetic induction, which requires a proximately located external
charging coil. Using energy harnessed from electric fields at distances over a meter;
comprehensive distance, orientation and power dependence for these first-generation
devices is presented. The distance response is non-monotonic and anomalous due to
multi-path interferences, reflections and low directivity of the power receiver. This
issue is studied and evaluated using COMSOL Multiphysics simulations. It is shown
that the efficiency of these devices initially evaluated at 3% may be enhanced up to
15% by accessing higher frequency modes.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Health is a valued asset in modern society. This is reflected in the annual health
expenditure, which is projected to be 5.7 trillion USD by the year 2026, about 19.7%
of the US GDP then. The world biosensor market according to multiple sources
is expected to be valued at above 25 Billion USD in the next five years. This in-
cludes point-of-care devices, home diagnostics, biodefense, environmental monitory,
food and beverage industry etc. Especially in the medical sciences, such sensors could
provide early detection of health threatening factors, which could then be treated and
managed, at a significantly lower expense than if the disease was allowed to progress
and eventually required invasive intervention. Early detection of health-threatening
factors is both a financially and practically viable tool for the medical field in its en-
tirety, especially given present financial pressures. Hence a substantial research effort
is been directed towards the development of not only wireless, hand-held, point-of-care
devices but those that could be wearable and eventually implantable. Implantable
bio-sensors of the near future could possibly monitor and report on multiple health-
threatening factors and could be customizable to the needs of individual patients.
Two important aspects of realizing such sensors (whether handheld, wearable or
implantable) are for them to remain sensitive and selective in physiologically relevant
environments and to also be wirelessly powered to aid in their monitoring function and
placement. Development of novel micro and nano-devices for biomedical applications
2can not only deliver detection tools for an arbitrary disease but in the near future
administer treatments as well.
Take for instance the dilemma faced by a dermatologist having received a patient
presenting with severe skin lesions. His practice is far from the nearest lab and the
test to confirm his suspicions would take about two days to return. Wouldn’t it be
helpful if he had a hand-held device that could scoop up a few cells, from the patient’s
skin, make an analysis and provide an early indication either confirming or denying
some of his fears. Such Point-of-Care (POC) devices could have also come in handy
in making an in-field early diagnosis, during the deadly outbreak of the Ebola virus in
western Africa in 2013-16 during which, according to the World Health Organization
(WHO) more than 11,000 people lost their lives. The lab test for Ebola takes about
5 days to turn around and requires a lab having bio-safety level 4 and highly trained
technicians. Hence there is significant room for the growth and a pressing need for
specific and sensitive biosensors.
Similarly a wearable skin-patch type of a biosensor could constantly monitor spe-
cific physiological parameters for a patient and remotely convey them to a doctor
or nurse. Many such systems often referred to as telemedicine sensors [Ajami and
Teimouri, 2015, Roda et al., 2014, Cha et al., 2014] already exist and have been
reported extensively in recent years. One interesting and rather unique work was
reported by Mannor et. al [Mannoor et al., 2012] who developed a graphene-based
sensor for peptide based biosensing. The slim form sensor can be placed on the front
tooth as a tattoo and can monitor bacteria in saliva. It links with a base station
for communication and powering purposes. Another example is the recently unveiled
tele-sensor by Philips Healthcare which is a 36 x 8 mm, battery powered skin patch
for remote surveillance of a patient’s heart rate, motion, ECG and body temperature.
Similar efforts from private enterprises and startups such as Vital-Connect (Campbell,
3CA, USA), Eccrine Systems (OH, USA), Nix. Inc (MA, USA), ContinUse Biometrics
(Israel) have resulted in multiplexed wearable biosensors able to monitor as many as
thirty body parameters. In addition technology giants such as Google have developed
the Lens technology which can detect the glucose levels from tear fluids in the eye
and is reportedly working on patches that could record ECG from behind the ear.
Even Apple has reportedly been developing a skin sensor for glucose monitoring which
could possibly (although not confirmed) be integrated in their Apple watch platform.
Research has suggested that in the elderly population acceptance of wearable
patches has been low hence researchers have developed smart-shirts and belts with
electrodes in contact with the skin to increase patient compliance [Steele et al., 2009,
Sardini and Serpelloni, 2010]. Pandian et. al in there article [Pandian et al., 2008]
pointed to further applications for such smart shirts in the realms of manned space
missions, fire-fighting, military - where they could monitor and report on critical
body parameters. Similar clothing and patches could also alert first aid services
should a person living alone suffer a cardiac arrest thus decreasing critical response
time [Gyselinckx et al., 2007]. And while research continues to make such systems
smarter, slimmer and in the case of skin patches - able to cling on to the skin via
the use of micro-fabricated elastomeric substrates [Xu et al., 2014] the limiting factor
is still the powering of such systems which is mostly done via battery packs. Such
battery packs either require periodic replacement, and the scant few applications that
employ wireless powering do so with specifically designed systems only able to cater
to the specific sensor. It would be extremely beneficial if a single robust platform
could be used to power multiple sensing platforms, wirelessly.
Implantable biosensor have been developed for monitoring critical parameters,
such as body temperature, pH, blood glucose, cholesterol, lactate and drug levels
[Bolomey et al., 2009, Nawito et al., 2015]. Most of these sensors employ magnetic
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coil to be worn, usually in the form of a band. Since the intensity of magnetic
induction reduces with increasing distance between the primary and secondary coils,
such sensors can only be implanted a few millimeters under the skin. Implantable
deep brain biosensors have also been developed to predict and mitigate the onset of
epileptic seizures [Da Cunha et al., 2015,Blaha et al., 2015,Lewitus et al., 2014,Tan
et al., 2015]. Figure 1·1 shows in schematic form how one such deep brain stimulation
device developed by Medtronics (MN, USA) is implanted in the brain. Notice, the
electrodes are controlled and powered by battery packs placed higher inside the torso.
In a similar stream other stimulators have been developed for treatment of Alzhimers,
PTSD and even depression. However all of them need powering via battery packs
which need frequent replacement. Thus implantable biosensors could benefit from a
type of wireless actuation that would aid in there placement deep inside the body,
thus realizing their peak functional potential.
With the above discussion it is not hard to see that sensors often serve critical
life saving functions and while they have experienced a significant reduction in form
factor, powering devices to run such implants haven’t shrunk down by at the same
rate. Where wireless powering has been employed it has largely been with magnetic
induction, which confines the placement of the biosensor to only a couple of mil-
limeters deep within the body. Despite extensive research efforts the development of
wirelessly actuated point of care (POC) device platforms remains a grand challenge
from both a technological and medical point of view [Ghafar-Zadeh, 2015].
This thesis attempts to introduce two robust platforms: one a silicon nanowire
based biosensor and the second a piezoelectric micro-mechanical resonator as two
possible solutions for sensitive bio-molecule recognition and wireless actuation at a
distance. While the integration of these two platforms is not in the scope of this
5Figure 1·1: Schematic showing the placement of deep brain electrodes
with the controller and battery pack placed in the upper torso. Picture
credit https://www.epilepsysociety.org.uk
thesis, however it does imply that both can be developed further and possibly be used
in unison for the next generation of wirelessly powered highly sensitive bio-sensors
capable of being adapted to handheld, wearable and implantable formats.
1.2 Thesis Organization
This thesis consists of five chapters and two appendicies.
Chapter 2, introduces wireless actuation and piezoelectric micro-mechanical res-
onators. In recent years these resonators have found uses mostly in timing appli-
cations in electronic circuits. This thesis explores their use for wireless actuation
applications. The interdigitated transducer (IDT) electrodes overlaid above the res-
onator element simultaneously function as patch antennas capable of receiving ex-
ternal Electric Fields (E-fields) and actuating the element below. It is by the use
of these E-Fields that we can actuate these devices at a distance of about a meter.
6However E-fields unlike magnetic fields (which do not interact with objects in there
paths) reflect off of surfaces and interfere resulting in non-intuitive responses of the
device. COMSOL multiphysics simulations are used to investigate this non-intuitive
behavior. The complete distance and polarization dependance of the piezoelectric
device is also presented and discussed. It is pertinent to note that all measurements
of this device are carried out at -10 dBm (0.1 mW) which compared to nearly a Watt
of power that a personal cellphone uses in talk mode, is significantly less.
Chapter 3, carries on the discussion of Chapter 2 by expanding on methods of
increasing efficiency of the device by means of accessing higher frequency modes. It
starts with a brief discussion of the modes of the resonator and then diverges into
how accessing certain higher frequency modes can increase the efficiency by nearly
five times.
Chapter 4, introduces Silicon Nanowire based biosensors. It discusses the signif-
icance of this robust platform and then describes how we have used these sensors to
measure the presence of the cardiac bio-marker NT-ProBNP in Serum using nanowires
fabricated down to 60 nm in thickness. Complete description of dilution series runs
is presented and a lowest detectable limit is established for these devices.
Chapter 5, discusses how enhancement of sensitivity is important for Nanowire
biosensors. It details how other groups have endeavored to increase the same via
different methods and there present short comings. Finally the sensitivity enhance-
ment via application of static E-fields is discussed and presented as a viable means of
increasing sensitivity of these devices.
Lastly, Chapter 6, concludes the thesis work and presents future directions for both
of the piezoelectric micro-mechanical resonator and silicon nanowire based biosensor
- platforms. It discusses the shortcomings and suggests methods of improvement.
7Chapter 2
Wireless Actuation of Micro-mechanical
Piezoelectric Resonators
2.1 Introduction
Wireless energy transfer was first introduced to the world in 1890’s when the
great inventor Nikola Tesla demonstrated it at the Chicago’s World Fair. His genius
demonstration at the time must not have been short of pure magic to the many in
attendance. He had his audience hold large bulbs in there hands not connected to
any wires. Then with the flick of a switch he turned them all on. It is described that
the audience was in awe, some were running around like mad men, some frozen in
place, dumbfounded, in all of their hands were light bulbs connected to nothing and
yet were incandescent [Tesla, 1914]. The principle however is well understood for over
a hundred years now and present in most high school textbooks. He used magnetic
induction where by a large magnetic coil energized the secondary coils attached to
the light bulbs.
Wireless energy transfer consists of energy transfer from an appropriate source to
an energy-consuming device [Kurs et al., 2007] - such as implanted biomedical devices
and sensors [Ho et al., 2014, Mei and Irazoqui, 2014, Chow et al., 2011, Zimmerman
et al., 2006,Kim et al., 2013] without the use of physical conductors or solid connecting
wires. Predominantly, wireless energy transfer can be realized via either magnetic (B-
field) or electric field (E-field) coupling between the source and receiver. Mechanisms
8involving the inductive coupling of magnetic fields require the short-range placement
of an external (source) and an internal (receiver) coil. While, on the other hand
wireless actuation mechanisms involving E-field coupling allow the source and receiver
antennas to be proximately located. At present, however E-field coupling for wireless
energy transfer is mostly carried out through micro-fabricated LC circuits and the
incorporation of highly efficient radio frequency rectifying circuits at the receiver end.
Wireless energy transfer is however of both fundamental and technical interest,
since it opens up a wide range of possibilities of remotely powered consumer electronics
and bio-implants to sensors and actuation devices for which hard-wired connections
are not possible or feasible. Wireless powering can also aid in fundamental experi-
ments, where heat carried by the electrical wires in standard actuation techniques is
detrimental to maintaining the resonator in a quantum state.
Biomedical devices that are implanted in the body (to measure various physio-
logical parameters) or in the brain (for deep brain stimulation) have, in recent years,
seen a considerable decrease in form factor. However in all cases these implants need
to either be placed directly under the skin to be powered via magnetic induction or
have to be hard-wired to battery packs placed elsewhere inside or outside the body.
In this chapter micro-mechanical piezoelectric resonators are introduced as possi-
ble devices for possible wireless powering applications. The resonators are modeled
in COMSOL Multiphysics to demonstrate the wireless actuation mechanism. Then
the successful actuation of these micron-sized silicon-based piezoelectric resonators
with resonance frequencies ranging from 36 to 120 MHz at power levels of nano-watts
and at a distances of about 3 feet, including comprehensive polarization, distance and
power dependence measurements is presented.
92.2 Mechanical Resonators
The micro-mechanical piezoelectric resonators being used in this thesis are acous-
tic devices, which rely on the propagation of an acoustic wave through the device
material for realization of their purpose. Acoustic resonators have been used since
the pioneering work of Gunter Sauerbrey in 1959 [Sauerbrey, 1959] who demonstrated
both through experimentation and theory the frequency shift in resonant frequency
of a resonant quarts crystal oscillator. Previously, quartz crystal oscillators had been
developed as radio frequency references for the National Bureau of Standards by the
Naval Research Laboratory and Bell Labs, with temperature controlled, 100 kHz ref-
erences in use by 1929 [Brown and Gallagher, 2011]. Since then acoustic resonators
have been used for various functions.
Chapter 3 will elaborate on the types of acoustic waves that propagate within
the thin-film resonators used in this thesis. For the current discussion it may be
noted that the resonators used are rectangular beams of primarily silicon overlaid
with piezoelectric material, sandwiched between two electrodes and connected to the
bulk via thin-connects. The piezoelectric material is used to actuate and detect a
response from the resonator. More on piezoelectric materials in Section 2.3
The two most common structures in mechanical resonators are the double-clamped
beam (anchored at two points) and the cantilever (anchored at one point). Both are
studied and based on the Euler-Bernoulli theory of beam approximation. Since the
beams for both structure are extended non-rigid objects, continuous mechanics has to
be applied in order to calculate stress and strain distributions. The Euler-Bernoulli
equation describes the deflection of a solid due to an applied load. Using this as well
as Hooke’s Law one can determine the spring constant for a given geometry. The
boundary conditions for such a problem (clamped-beam or cantilevers for example)
are set during fabrication, and the load distribution which results during actuation
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and sensing determine the exact response. The frequency for each of the resonant
acoustic modes can be derived from the Euler-Bernoulli equation. Most common
modes for micro-mechanical resonators include flexural, longitudinal, torsional and
thickness. For a more in depth discussion the reader should also consider the work of
Cleland [Cleland, 2013].
The resonators used in this work have been pre-fabricated off-site and were not
designed or fabricated at BU hence an exhaustive study of the theory is not included.
What needs consideration however is that the resonator response can be considered to
be (and for simplicity of discussion) similar to that of a damped harmonic oscillator,
which for a one dimensional forced-damped harmonic oscillator can be described as,
x¨+ γx˙+ ω20x =
f0
m
eiωt (2.1)
where x is the displacement of the beam, γ is the damping coefficient, ω0 is the
natural frequency of the system in (rad/s), ω is the drive frequency, f0 is the driving
amplitude and m is the mass of the beam being considered. The forcing function is
on the right-hand-side of the equation. The stationary solution for Equation 2.1 can
then be written as,
x(ω) =
1
ω20 − ω2 + ιω0ωQ
f0
m
(2.2)
where Q is known as the quality factor and is given as:
Q =
ω0
γ
(2.3)
The quality factor (Q) is a characteristic of a resonator and qualifies its resonance
frequency (ω0) with respect to the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) (4ω) of its
Lorentzian response (discussed shortly). The inverse of Equation 2.3 (inverse of the
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quality factor) qualifies the dissipation in the system. For resonator systems higher
quality factors are preferred which dissipate lower energy. Higher quality factors
also reduce the mechanical and electrical noise that can couple into the devices. A
higher Q also allows for more accurate frequency measurements. Since many sensors
rely on frequency shifts as the method of sensing, this being one of the most precise
measurements possible. It is common for a frequency to be measured with eight-digit
accuracy, a feat not possible for amplitude or dissipation. Lower dissipation also
means lower energy consumption and impoved signal to noise ratio which is important
for signal processing and in communication applications. Dissipation sources and
mechanisms can be categorized depending on their nature [Imboden and Mohanty,
2014]. They may be bulk defect effects, surface effects or external sources. Some are
temperature sensitive, while others are geometry dependent.
The response for the driven harmonic oscillator of Equation 2.1 can be written as
the amplitude and phase,
x(t) = x(ω)cos(ωt+ φ) (2.4)
with,
x(ω) =
f0/m√
(ω20 − ω2)2 + ω20ω2/Q2
(2.5)
and,
φ = arctan
[
ω0ω/Q
ω2 − ω20
]
(2.6)
It may be noted that the resonance response of the resonator from Equation 2.5
would increase unbounded if it were not for the f0/m term in the numerator which
binds it to a finite value. This as we shall see later in this chapter is the equivalent
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Figure 2·1: (black) Normalized amplitude x(ω)/x(0) response as a
function of drive frequency. (red) Phase response as a function of drive
frequency. Q for this system is about a 100
resistance that the resonator feels to its motion. In the meanwhile Figure 2·1 shows a
typical resonance response for a resonator. The curve in ”black” shows the Lorentzian
amplitude response while the curve in ”red” represents the phase of the response as
it lags behind the forcing function. The phase goes through a 90-degree transition at
resonance.
2.3 Piezoelectric materials
The piezoelectric effect is manifested as two accompanying inverse and direct
effects. The former effect results in a mechanical strain upon the application of an
electric field across the material i.e. the material flexes, whereas the latter results in
an electric charge polarization in the material upon the application of a strain. The
inverse and direct effects are, in turn, used to excite and measure the response of a
piezoelectric resonator, respectively.
The piezoelectric effect was first observed in 1880 by the brothers Pierre and
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Jacques Curie. Since then piezoelectric materials have found application in power
sources and generators where reciprocal motion like walking or pumping of the heart
etc. could be used to harness energy for powering small devices [Dagdeviren et al.,
2014, Ferrari et al., 2015, Calio` et al., 2014, Jung et al., 2015, Platt et al., 2005]; in
sensors with a wide variety of applications such as microphones which detect pres-
sure variations in the form of sound, force sensors, pressure sensors, acuosto-optic
modulators, valves and in ultrasonic transducers for medical imaging and industrial
non-destructive testing (strain guages), [Gautschi, 2002,Zhang and Yu, 2011,Zhang,
2006]. These materials are also used in piezoelectric motors where the less-than-
micron-deformation of the crystal (due to the inverse effect) is used for the preci-
sion/nano positioning in Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) [Hemsel and Wallaschek,
2000, Dong et al., 1995, Morita, 2003]. More recently piezoelectric resonators have
been fabricated [Chen et al., 2015] for timing applications in electronic components
which have seen a great reduction in form factor. These resonators usually have a
high Quality factor (Q) which is a measure of the energy stored in the system to that
which is dissipated within it during each cycle. A high Q ensures that the resonance
peak will be sharp and the Full-width at half maximum (FWHM) will be low.
There are many naturally occurring and man-made piezoelectric materials. Some
natural piezoelectric materials include Berlinite (structurally identical to quartz),
cane sugra, quartz, collagen, DNA, Rochelle salt, topaz, tourmaline and bone (dry
bone exhibits some piezoelectric properties due to the apatite crystals, and the piezo-
electric effect is generally thought to act as a biological force sensor). Some examples
of man-made ceramic piezoelectric materials includes Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3),
Barium Titanate (BaTiO3), Aluminum Nitride (AlN) and Lead Zirconate Titanate
(PZT ). In recent years, growing concerns due to toxicity of lead-containing devices
there has been a push to develop Lead-free devices. While PZT is still used Aluminum
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Nitride (AlN) is preferred by foundries and researchers due to its reasonable piezo-
electric coefficient d33 of 5.15 pm/V, low permittivity (r) of about 9 and high acoustic
velocity which is advantageous because, in general, materials with high acoustic ve-
locity tend to have high Quality factors (Q) and thus low dissipation. In addition AlN
also has excellent thermal and chemical stability and can be sputtered in controlled
layers on top of a MEMS device with the c-axis (axis of maximum deformation)
pointing perpendicular to the plane of deposition. Since piezoelectric materials are
anisotropic (direction dependent properties), this allows for maximum displacement
in the direction perpendicular to the device surface which is what is needed in most
devices especially micro-mechanical resonators.
2.4 Piezoelectric Resonators and Patch Antennas: A sym-
biosis
The optical micrograph (re-colored) in Figure 2·2 shows the top view of Device A,
while Figure 2·3 shows a similar view of Device-B, both of which are the two devices
we will be discussing in the demonstration of wireless actuation. However it may be
pertinent to add here that similar actuation has been carried out and recorded on
multiple other similar resonator devices.
The resonator shown is a rectangular plate type resonator - so called due to the
shape of the suspended central structure. The rectangular resonator stack is realized
by suspending a bottom base layer of structural silicon with subsequent layers of
Silicon Oxide followed by a gold-ground layer, a layer of piezoelectric material (alu-
minum nitride AlN) and top gold electrodes. The top gold electrodes are patterned
as, finger-like, interdigitated transducers (IDT’s). Four of these IDTs are connected
to the tab marked as ”RF-1” through thin connects on one side, while the remaining
four (IDT’s) are connected similarly to the tab marked ”RF-2” on the opposite side.
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Figure 2·2: Re-colored micrograph showing top view of Device A, also
used for the wireless actuation experiments. The central rectangular
resonator element is about 88 by 245 µm ± 1µm
Figure 2·3: Re-colored micrograph showing top view of Device B
used for the wireless actuation experiments. The central rectangular
resonator element is about 204 by 266 µm ± 1µm
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Figure 2·4: Two schematic views of the working of a typical patch
antenna and fringing E-fields due to excess charge accumalation in the
top and bottom electrodes.
The four gold tabs marked ”G” are connected to the common ground layer of the
device.
Typically, in hard-wired measurement scheme, an input alternating signal is ap-
plied across these top (IDT) and bottom (ground) electrodes to piezoelectrically ac-
tuate the resonator, while an output signal is measured across the corresponding set
of IDT-electrodes and the ground plane. It may be noted that the devices are sym-
metric with respect to input and outputs so an input signal can be applied between
the ”RF-1” and ”G” tabs on one side while an output can be measured across the
”RF-2” and ”G” tabs on the other side. The hard-wired connections can be provided
through wire-bonding.
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A typical patch antenna, as shown in the schematic in Figure 2·4, consists of
two parallel conducting plates separated by a dielectric material. The patch antenna
works when the horizontal component of the fringing electric fields line up due to
opposing current directions in the top and bottom planes. Maximum radiation (and
reception) happen in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the patch antenna
(z-axis in Figure 2·4). The thickness of the dielectric is chosen to the smaller than
the wavelength of the radiation to the transmitted or received while its permittivity
(r) is also chosen to be as low as possible for increasing fringing fields. In addition
the length of the patch (L) (along the y-axis in Figure 2·4) is also chosen to be lesser
than the wavelength, thus assuming that the dielectric extends infinitely beyond the
patch. The length of the patch antenna and the relative permittivity of the dielectric
characterize its resonance frequency (f) approximately as given as,
f ≈ c
2L
√
r
(2.7)
For Device-A which has a patch antenna (top-electrode) length L of 87.6 µm and
r of the substrate (AlN) taken as 9.0, has a resonant frequency given by Equation
2.7 of 603.33 GHz (for detailed information refer Appendix B).
In the case of the resonator shown in Figure 2·2, each of the top IDT and bottom
electrodes, along with the piezoelectric material (dielectric in our case) sandwiched
between them, simultaneously functions as an inherent patch antenna, able to cap-
ture energy from an incident electromagnetic (EM) wave, and act as actuation (or
detection) electrodes for the piezoelectric layer below. Patch antennas can couple to
linearly polarized EM waves due to the fringing fields caused by excess charge accu-
mulation (due to opposing current flows) at the edges of the top (IDT electrodes in
our case) with respect to the bottom ground electrode. Hence for a resonator lying
flat in the x-y plane as shown in Figure 2·5, with the IDT electrode length (L), par-
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Figure 2·5: The patch antenna is linearly polarized and will receive
maximum radiation from a similarly polarized E-field.
allel to the y axis, the top patch electrodes receive a maximum electric field from a
normally incident electromagnetic wave polarized along the y axis. This time-varying
electric field can produce a similarly varying electric potential between the top IDT’s
(patch antennas) electrodes and the ground plane below, resulting in a strain on the
piezoelectric element (inverse piezoelectric effect) that may cause the resonator to
actuate wirelessly.
2.5 Simulation Results
A typical patch antenna about 50 mm square (0.5 mm thick) was first simulated
using COMSOL Multiphysics package. The patch is lying flat in the x-y plane while
an E-field polarized in the y-axis is linearly incident on the patch. The resonance
frequency of the simulation as depicted in the inset plot of Figure 2·6 is about 1.63
GHz while that given analytically by Equation 2.7 is about 1.632 GHz which are in
good agreement. Appendix B details the exact calculations for the patch antenna.
Figure 2·7 shows the radiation pattern of the simulated patch antenna. As ex-
pected the main-lobe of the radiation pattern is in the direction of the positive z-axis,
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1.630GHz 
Figure 2·6: COMSOL simulation of a typical patch antenna (lying
flat in the x-y axis) under normal incidence of linearly polarized E-
field polarized along the y-axis as shown. Inset: S11 plot depicts the
reflection coefficient versus frequency. At resonance very little of the
incident field is reflected.
perpendicular to the x-y plane containing the patch. This is as mentioned before, and
expected. It may also be noted that a back lobe (diametrically opposite to the main-
lobe) also exists in the negative z-axis. Minor-lobes and side-lobes are inadvertent
artifacts of the antenna design and need to be minimized. In the present simulation
however they are of no interest and can be ignored.
To confirm our hypothesis of wireless actuation of micro-mechanical piezoelectric
resonators another model conforming to the dimensions of Device-A depicted in Fig-
ure 2·2 was developed in COMSOL. The piezoelectric-MEMS and EM-waves physics
modules were used for this simulation. The simulation domain was chosen to be a
rectangular box of 200 by 150 by 300 µm as shown in Figure 2·8 Port boundary con-
dition was used to excite the E-field from the top-surface of the simulation box. The
E-field was polarized in the y-axis and travelled in the negative z-axis direction (per
the coordinate axis given in the figure). Scattering boundary conditions were chosen
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Figure 2·7: Radiation pattern of the patch antenna simulated using
COMSOL Multiphysics package. The main-lobe extends in the positive
z-axis which is perpendicular to the x-y plane of the patch antenna.
for all other sides of the cuboid to depict infinite domain.
The simulation uses the EM-wave module physics first to calculate electric field
(E-field) components (Ex, Ey, Ez) in the computational domain comprising of approx-
imately 84,000 mesh elements, from the inhomogeneous wave equation with sources
(charges and currents) of the forms given below,
5×
(
5× ~E
)
− ω0µ0µr
(
r − ισ
ω0
)
~E = 0 (2.8)
In the above ~E is the unknown electric field (V/m) to be solved in 3D, as men-
tioned before, ω is the angular frequency (rad/s), and µr, r and σ are the relative
permeability, relative permittivity and electrical conductivity respectively, specified
by the properties of the material. In addition µ0 and 0 are the permeability (H/m)
and permittivity (F/m) of the free space, respectively. The above frequency domain
form of the equation assumes that the resultant electric fields will be wave-like and
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Figure 2·8: A model of Device-A was simulated inside a cuboid simula-
tion domain in COMSOL to confirm the wireless actuation mechanism.
that the power transfer will occur primarily through radiation.
The piezoelectric physics module uses the E-field calculated throughout the finite
simulation domain by the EM-wave module and sweeps the same frequency range
(121.4 MHz to 122 MHz, step size of 0.05 MHz) to calculate the displacement of
the resonator. The study at each frequency step utilizes the respective E-field solu-
tion from the EM-wave physics module to calculate the electric potential at the top
patch electrodes, which is then provided as an input to compute the displacement of
the resonator. It solves the following stress-charge form of the coupled piezoelectric
equations, which are linear in the low E-field and mechanical stress regime,
~T = cE ~S + e
T ~E (2.9)
~D = e~S + 0rS ~E (2.10)
where S is the strain tensor of rank 2, T is the stress (N/m2) tensor of rank 2, E is
the electric field (V/M) tensor of rank 1, and D is the electric charge density (C/m2)
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Figure 2·9: A resonance peak for the model of Device-A is observed
around 121.3 MHz which is close the resonance of device A at 121.7
MHz.
tensor of rank 1. The material parameters cE (tensor of rank 4), e (tensor of rank
3) and rS (tensor of rank 2) correspond to the material stiffness (N/m
2), coupling
properties (C/m2) and relative permittivity at constant strain, respectively. In ad-
dition, 0 is the permittivity of free space (F/m) and e
T represents the transpose of
the tensor e. Equation (2.9) describes the indirect piezoelectric effect, while equation
2.10 describes the accompanied direct effect piezoelectric effect.
The resonance peak shown at 121.3 MHz in the displacement vs. frequency plot
of Figure 2·9 is slightly shifted from the actual resonance for Device-A which is about
121.7 MHz. While this may be due to approximations in the COMSOL model however
it is close enough to demonstrate the wireless actuation principal.
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2.6 Measurement Setup
In the lab the resonator device was setup as shown in the schematic of Figure
2·10 while Figure 2·11 shows the actual experimental setup. It may be noted that
the resonance frequencies for Device-A and B are 121.7 MHz and 36.18 MHz, respec-
tively. The micro-mechanical resonators (both Device-A and B) were wire-bonded to
a printed circuit board (PCB) and tested successively to gather extensive distance
and angular dependence data to verify wireless actuation. The PCB (containing the
resonator) was mounted on a rotary stage and fixed vertically with its z-axis (as
shown in Figure 2·10 and 2·11) pointing directly towards a transmitting biconical
antenna. This transmission antenna produces planar EM-waves with a horizontally
polarized E-field, parallel to the y-axis of the resonator. The rotary stage served to
controllably sweep the resonator’s in-plane (azimuth) angle-θ (Figure 2·10) from 0 to
330-degrees in 12-steps of 30-degrees each. Once complete set of such angular mea-
surements was carried out at each of the ten distances between 6 and 36 inches from
the fixed transmitting antenna, i.e, at 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32 and 36 inches.
These distances each fall within 1-wavelength (calculated at the resonance frequency)
for both devices, which is about 2.5 m for Device-A and 8.3 m for Device-B.
Together, the data sets provided the angular and distance dependence of the
wireless actuation of each resonator. We used a vector network analyzer (VNA,
Agilent N3383) to record the S21 parameter magnitude and phase at each distance
and angle data point. For all data points, the bi-conical antenna connected at port-1
of the VNA was excited at a fixed output power of -10 dBm (0.1 mW) and swept
between 121.3 MHz and 122.4 MHz (201 points sweep) for Device A and between
32.5 MHz and 42.5 MHz (201 points sweep) for Device B respectively. The resonator
output was recorded at port 2 of the VNA.
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Figure 2·10: Schematic of the experimental setup for wireless actua-
tion of Micromechancal Piezoelectric Resonators.
Figure 2·11: Two views of the experimental setup in the lab. The ver-
tical mount contains the PCB (with the wire-bonded resonator) which
is excited under wireless actuation via the biconical antenna. The VNA
sits on the rack above.
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2.7 Experimental Results
2.7.1 Wireless actuation - Simulation
Figure 2·12 provides a proof of principle whereby both devices depict wireless
resonance responses at exactly the same resonance frequency as when tested under
direct excitation. Figure 2·12 (a) and (b), provide the respective responses of both
Device-A and B, when they are excited and their respective responses are measured
via a VNA under what we call Direct-actuation. This direct-actuation is depicted
in each of the inset schematic in both figures. Figure 2·12 (c) and (d), show the
responses of both Device-A and B under wireless-actuation (setup as shown in Figure
2·11) at a fixed distance of 8-inches and angle-θ of 330-degrees for Device-A and at a
distance of 20-inches and angle-θ of 300-degrees for Device-B. As the inset in each of
these plots shows the VNA is now used to excite the transmission (biconical) antenna
to sweep between the frequency ranges as mentioned afore, while the response of the
resonator is noted by the VNA. It may be noted that while the resonator response
under the wireless actuation for both devices is diminished in magnitude however the
resonance frequency is exactly similar, in both cases to that of the direct-actuation
scheme. This result is the basis of the wireless actuation mechanism and stands to
experimentally demonstrate the same.
It is pertinent to add that similar results were obtained when the transmission (bi-
conical) antenna was excited by VNA and the response of the resonator was recorded
on a separate Spectrum Analyzer. However, this arrangement would not have conve-
niently yielded the required S21 parameter, which is customary for wireless systems
and central to our own data analysis, hence the same VNA was used to both excite the
source bi-conical antenna and measure the resonator response. The S21 parameter in
high-frequency multi-port systems characterizes the forward transmission parameter
and quantifies the power transmitted through to Port-2 with respect to the power
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Figure 2·12: Direct and wireless actuation of both Devices A and B at
fixed angles and distances is compared to demonstrate wireless energy
transfer (actuation) of two separate piezoelectric devices. (a). Direct
excitation response of Device-A (121.7 MHz). (b). Direct excitation
response of Device-B (36.18 MHz). (c). Wireless excitation response of
Device-A. (d). Wireless excitation response of Device-B.
supplied by the VNA at Port 1. The S21 parameter is recorded by the VNA for each
distance and polarization angle-θ and for each frequency point swept.
While results of two devices (Device-A and B) are discussed here it may be noted
that experiments were carried out on a number of different resonator devices and
found to be in conformance.
2.7.2 Distance dependence
Micromechanical resonators are typically modeled as equivalent Butterworth Van
Dyke [Enz and Kaiser, 2012] circuits consisting of resistive, inductive and capacitive
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Device-A 
Dist:10 Inches 
Figure 2·13: Distance dependence plot for Device-A is shown for six
polarization angles (θ), for easier viewing.
elements (refer Appendix A for a complete derivation and analysis). Using this model
the real part of the admittance (GBVD) is extracted from the measured S21 parameter
raw data. GBVD (Siemens, S) is given as per the following equation,
GBVD =
Rm
R2m +
(
ωLm − 1ωCm
)2 (2.11)
where Rm, Lm and Cm are the equivalent BVD circuit Resistance (ohms), Induc-
tance (H) and Capacitance (F), parameters representing the mechanical motion of
the piezoelectric resonator, while ω is the angular frequency (rad/s). The real part
of the admittance (GBVD) is the lorentzian response of the resonator and is plotted
for each angle at every measured distance. One such plot of GBVD is given in 2·13
for Device-A at a distance of 10-inches. The legend only shows six of the measured
twelve polarization (θ) for clearer presentation. A clear polarization dependence can
be seen from the resonance peaks.
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Device-A 
Figure 2·14: Plot of Real part of GBVD vs. distance shown for six
polarization angles (θ).
Using similar plots for all polarizations and distances measured we extract and
plot the complete distance dependence for Device-A for all polarization angles (θ)
in one plot shown in Figure 2·14. Theoretically we expect that such a plot should
depict a monotonic decline as the distance of the resonator is increased from the
fixed biconical antenna. The distance dependence of GBVD for Device A however
reveals a non-intuitive response. An anomalous maximum is observed for this device
at 16-inches. A similar anomalous increase for Device-B is observed at 36 inches.
While both devices do actuate wirelessly, an intuitive understanding of the distance
dependence is difficult to form due to the near-field regime effects, reflections and
multi-path interference of the linearly polarized systems.
The near field and far field are regions of the electromagnetic field (EM) around
a transmitting antenna. The near-field is roughly the area within one wavelength
of the frequency being transmitted, while the far field is everything beyond one-
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wavelength. Far-field effects are well understood and the field strength in this region
decreases inversely with distance from the source, resulting in an inverse-square law
for the radiated power intensity of electromagnetic radiation. By contrast, near-
field effects may cause rapid power declines which may vary with the inverse fourth
and sixth-power of the distance. This however ensures that the near field effects
essentially vanish within a wavelength approximately. However reflections and multi-
path interferences may be enhanced in this region. As mentioned before the distances
(6-36-inches) within which both Device-A and B were tested for wireless actuation,
fall within one wavelength hence such effects are expected. In addition patch antennas
(top-electrodes of the resonators) are linearly-polarized and hence are most receptive
to electric-fields polarized along the length L (Figure 2·5). This would mean that we
should only have a signal at 0 or 180-degree polarizations (Figure 2·14) however since
there are signals at other polarizations it is easy to see that the linearly polarized patch
antennas receive radiation at cross and other polarizations. This is actually expected
since most linearly polarized systems are susceptible to cross polarization and multi-
path reflections. In systems where such linearly polarized antennas are employed,
cross-polarization and interferences are controlled by improving the directivity of the
antenna. The directivity of an antenna is the ratio of the radiation intensity in a given
direction from the antenna to the radiation intensity averaged over all directions. And
one way of improving directivity is to operate the antenna at or in the vicinity of its
resonance frequency. Taking Device-A as an example, and as mentioned before, the
resonance frequency of the top-electrode patch-antenna are found to be about 603.33
GHz while the resonance of the resonator is about 120.7 MHz. Operating in the
vicinity of the resonator’s resonance, in the wireless actuation experiments, we are
at least three-orders of magnitude below the resonance of the top-electrode patch-
antennas, hence the low directivity of the patch antenna is expected.
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However to explore the near-field regime effects we devised a COMSOL simulation
of the physical lab experiment setup to observe a similar non-intuitive response like
that observed in Figure 2·14. We assert that the non-intuitive response observed in
our data is due to interference and reflections caused by the presence of reflective
surfaces such as optical table, walls, reflective surfaces, data measurement equipment
etc.
The COMSOL simulations, simulates the electromagnetic environment by mea-
suring the power density at specified intervals (6 - 28 inches) for both an ideal and
non-ideal situation. Two views of the lab setup are already presented in Figure 2·11
before. While all un-necessary equipments were removed from the vicinity of the ex-
perimental setup, nearby walls and racks however are fixed and cannot be removed.
The simulation calculates the power density (W/m2) at each of the 6, 8, 10, 12,
16, 20, 24 and 28 inch distances from a fixed antenna source for both an ideal scenario
(without the presence of any lab equipments, walls, optical tables etc.) and a non-
ideal scenario which takes into account the presence of the immovable and essential
lab data equipment. For simplicity a dipole, which is operationally similar to the
biconical antenna - used in our experiments - is employed for the simulation. In
addition the spherical domain for the simulation around the dipole antenna is halved
via a symmetric plane, which serves to reduce computational memory requirements
and time, while not effecting the results of the simulation.
Figure 2·15(a) and (b), shows the hemispherical computational domain where
the power density measurements reveal a doughnut shaped (Figure 2·15(c)) far field
radiation pattern of the typical dipole antenna, revolved about the axis of the antenna
(z-axis of the simulation). Panel (d) of the same Figure shows the plot of the power
density vs. distance (inches) and depicts an intuitive gradual decline response as the
receiver (resonator) is moved away from the source.
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Figure 2·15: (a). The hemispherical computational domain and the
model dipole antenna. (b). Another view of the hemispherical domain.
(c). The resultant doughnut shaped radiation pattern of the dipole
antenna (legend: Electric field (V/m)) (d). The power density vs.
distance plot shows an expected and gradual decline.
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Figure 2·16(a) and (b) show the simulation and results related to the non-ideal
simulation which while calculating the power density (as before) also takes into ac-
count the presence of the optical table and rack, as seen in Figure 2·11 above. The
lab equipment are modeled as reflective surfaces. Due to the presence of the reflect-
ing surfaces the ideal doughnut shaped radiation pattern of Figure 2·15(c) above is
distorted as seen in Figure 2·16(c) below. This causes a non-intuitive response in the
Power density vs. distance plot shown in panel (d) of the Figure.
While the simulations performed are not to validate the results of the experiments
but they do stand to provide an understanding that the presence of reflecting sur-
faces in close proximity of the wireless actuation experiments can cause non-intuitive
responses observed in our data.
To further ensure that the non-intuitive response observed was due to the physical
setup of the lab, the experiment (using Device-A) was conducted outside the lab in the
open-air where the nearest reflecting surface was at least 15-20 wavelengths away from
the resonator and source antenna setup with the exception of only the measurements
equipments (VNA, stands etc) which had to be placed nearby. The results of GBVD
vs. distance for 0 and 180-degree polarizations in Figure 2·17 depict an approximate
monotonic and intuitive decline. Thus providing credence to the assertion that the
non-intuitive data observed is due to the presence of the reflecting surfaces near our
experimental setup.
2.7.3 Angular dependence
The angular dependence for both Devices A and B also reveal interesting results.
Since the transmission (bi-conical) and receiver (patch) antenna are both linearly po-
larized, the patch receives maximum of the incident E-field when its in-plane rotation
angle θ coincides with the polarization of the incident field. As the in-plane angle
θ of each device is varied between from 0 to 330 degrees, GBVD is observed to vary
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Figure 2·16: (a). and (b). Show the hemispherical computational
domain containing the dipole antenna and models of the optical table,
adjacent wall, top rack and VNA. Power density measurements are
made at each of the distances between 6 - 28 inches. (c). The resultant
distorted radiation pattern of the dipole antenna due to reflections and
multi-path interference (legend: Electric field (V/m)). (d). The power
density vs. distance plot showing un-intuitive response.
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Figure 2·17: The GBVD vs. Distance response (Device-A) for wireless
actuation open-air experiments results for 0 and 180 degree orientation.
non-monotonically. This type of angular dependence is observed for both Devices
A (as shown in Figure 2·18). As expected, an amplitude increase is observed at 0
degrees for Device A along with another at 270-degrees due to the susceptibility of
linearly polarized systems to cross-polarization (as discussed before).
A similar non-monotonic result is seen for Device B. Furthermore, this behavior is
found to be more pronounced for both devices at distances nearer (6, 8, 10, 12 inches)
to the transmission bi-conical antenna. As the devices are moved farther away from
the transmission antenna, beyond 12-inches amplitude peaks are observed at multiple
angles which is due to the device response being overcome by the more predominant
near-field and wave reflection effects, as shown in Figure 2·19. While it may seem
contrary that the near field effects become dominant as the distance between the
transmission antenna and the device is increased it may be recalled that all distances
at which measurements were carried out fall well within 1-wavelength distance of the
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Figure 2·18: Angular dependence plot for Device-A is shown for first
four distances, for easier viewing.
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Figure 2·19: Angular dependence plot for Device-A is shown for four
distances, further away from the transmission antenna.
devices hence near field effects remain dominant.
2.7.4 Power dependence
The studies and plots described up to this point, for both Devices A and B, were
measured at a fixed EM-wave source (bi-conical) antenna output power of -10 dBm
(0.1 mW). By fixing the distance and angle of both devices, in turn, we now inves-
tigate the lowest source antenna power, still able to generate a discernible resonance
response. For this Device-A was fixed at 8 inches and 330 degree, while Device-B was
fixed at 8 inches and 180 degrees, chosen at random. The source antenna power was
swept, at the fixed resonance frequency for both devices respectively, between 15 and
-75 dBm (31.6 mW to 31.6 pW). The resonance response was observed and recorded.
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Figure 2·20: Power dependence plot for Device-A fixed at an angle of
330-degree and 8-inches from the transmission antenna.
A 35 dB-gain, low noise (MITEQ AU-1466) preamplifier was used to amplify the
resonator response signals as the power was reduced below -50 dBm for Device-A
and -45 dBm for Device-B. The guide-to-eye plots for Device-A shown in Figure 2·20
demonstrate that the resonance response amplitude decreases as the source output
power is decreased. Similar results are obtained for Device B (not shown). Further-
more a separate similar power sweep experiment (results no shown) for Device A was
carried out by fixing it at a distance of 10 inches and at an angle of 330 degrees,
from the transmission antenna which resulted in a minimum power of actuation of
-70 dBm (100 pW).
2.7.5 Efficiency
Efficiencies of both Devices A and B were calculated via the method detailed in
Appendix B. Figure 2·21 shows the distance dependence of efficiency for Device A
at a constant in-plane angle θ of 0- degrees. The incident input power to the device
is calculated as the product of the measured power density at each distance by a
portable handheld power meter (RF-Explorer 3G) and the effective area of the top
patch antenna array. The output power is calculated from the S21-raw data response
of the device measured by the VNA. The ratio of the output to input power reveals
the maximum percentage efficiency which for Device A is nearly 3% at 16 inches, and
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Figure 2·21: Efficiency plot for Device-A vs. distance.
for Device B it is 1% at 32 inches. The distance dependence of efficiency shows that
near-field and wave reflection effects do play a role in enhancing or depreciating the
received power by the resonator.
While it can be observed that Device-A (and similarly Device-B) has an output
signal for nearly all distances and in-plane angle orientations, the efficiency, however,
in these first measurements is low but it can be enhanced by at least an order of
magnitude by appropriate design adjustments, which for instance, could result in
bridging the gap between the resonant frequency of the patch antenna and the me-
chanical resonant frequency of the resonator thus resulting in a higher transfer of
power and coupling between the incident electromagnetic wave and receiver device.
2.8 Conclusion
To summarize, we demonstrate wireless actuation of micro-mechanical resonators
down to the level of 100 picowatt of excitation power at a distance of over 10 inches
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and with 0.1 mW of excitation power up to a distance of 1 m. We observe that while
the response may be non-intuitive it can be explained. What is more revealing is the
fact that the device has a signal at all orientations and distances.
Such a low-power wireless excitation technique can pave the way for a host of
fundamental experiments that require minimal heating and coupling, as in a quantum
system, by the measurement setup. More importantly, these small footprint low-
power devices, with appropriate design modifications, can be used as wireless power
receiving element in biomedical micro-implants in the brain and the body, enabling a
new generation of neuroscience studies that require local targeting with high spatial
resolution.
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Chapter 3
Wireless actuation: High Frequency
Modes
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter presented micro-mechanical piezoelectric resonators for pos-
sible wireless actuation of biomedical devices. One pertinent insight that was pre-
sented in it was the possibility of increasing the efficiency of the wireless actuation
mechanism by bridging the frequency gap between the resonance frequency of the
micro-mechanical resonator and the top patch antennas. This chapter presents how
in fact this can be achieved and a maximum increase of nearly five-times may be
achieved, without incurring any design modifications to the resonator or top patch
antennas.
Also and as mentioned previously micro-mechanical piezoelectric resonators [Im-
boden and Mohanty, 2014,Gaidarzhy et al., 2007,Mateen et al., 2016,Imboden et al.,
2013, Dorignac et al., 2009] employ inverse piezoelectric effect for actuation. An al-
ternating (AC) electric field causes a mechanical strain in the material which excites
an acoustic wave. Conversely, direct piezoelectric effect converts mechanical vibra-
tions resulting from an acoustic wave into a proportional electric charge polarization,
which can be used to sense said acoustic wave. As mentioned in Section 2.2 the Euler-
Bernoulli equation can be solved for the different frequency modes of acoustic prop-
agation in clamped beams, similar to the resonant structure of our micro-mechanical
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resonators. By accessing a higher frequency mode of the micro-mechanical resonator
the gap between the resonance of the top patch antennas and the resonator may be
reduced as desired.
Conventionally, acoustic wave resonators have been confined to the realms of either
Bulk Acoustic Waves (BAW) or Surface Acoustic Waves (SAW) resonators depending
on whether the wave travels through the bulk (Figure 3·1) or on the surface of the
resonator (Figure 3·2), respectively.
Bulk acoustic waves propagate through the bulk of a material including longitudi-
nal wave, shear horizontal (SH) wave, and shear verticle (SV) wave. The longitudinal
acoustic wave is also called P-wave (primary wave) and has the highest phase velocity.
A thin-film BAW resonator is a device composed mainly from a piezoelectric thin film
surrounded by two metal electrodes that generate the longitudinal wave propagating
according to a thickness extension mode (TE).
BAW resonators fabricated out of piezoelectric materials in the sixties [Hickernell,
2003] have experienced skyrocketing development since the past two decades [Tsub-
ouchi and Mikoshiba, 1985, Matsumoto et al., 2004, Lakin and Wang, 1980] due to
their high quality factors (Q) which has enabled their use as electronic filter compo-
nents in mobile communications [Grudkowski et al., 1980, Lakin et al., 1995]. Due
to their high Q and resulting high sensitivity, BAW resonators are widely used as
gravimetric sensors for measuring of various physical properties such as: tempera-
ture [He et al., 2012], pressure [Chiu et al., 2007], humidity [Qiu et al., 2010], and UV
light [Qiu et al., 2011]. BAW resonators have also been used for chemical [Johnston
et al., 2012, Pang et al., 2012, Lin et al., 2008] and biological sensing [Zhao et al.,
2014,Garc´ıa-Gancedo et al., 2011,Zhao et al., 2012].
SAW resonators are also formed from piezoelectric layer but the acoustic waves
travel along the surface of the material. Typically, these waves propagate as Rayleigh
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Figure 3·1: Schematic depicting propagation of BAW acoustic waves
in the bulk of the material. First two modes are shown.
Figure 3·2: Schematic depicting propagation of SAW acoustic waves
on the surface of the material.
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waves, which comprise of particle displacement normal to the piezoelectric surface
and have finite penetration depth. The SAW device was first reported by White and
Voltmer in 1965 for a quartz plate [White and Voltmer, 1965], and both quartz and
thin-film variants have since been employed commercially for use in electronic filters,
delay lines, and pressure sensing applications [Fanget et al., 2011,De Klerk, 1975,Bao
et al., 1987].
Since SAW resonators employ acoustic waves that travel on the surface and BAW
resonators employ those that travel into the thickness of the material recently, thin
plate modes called Lamb waves resonators (LWRs) have been developed. These waves
are launched by interdigitated transducers like surface acoustic waves while the wave
travels through the bulk of the material like bulk acoustic waves - in this manner
Lamb Acoustic wave (LAW) resonators enjoy the benefits of both the earlier mature
technologies. LAW resonators are easy to fabricate and foundry compatible. Lamb
waves can travel over a long distance, confined by two parallel boundaries, and have
found primary use in non-destructive testing applications. Thus for piezoelectric
devices these acoustic waves are preferred for actuation and detection.
Pioneering work on Lamb waves was first explained in 1889, by Lord Rayleigh for
wave propagation along a guided surface and the waves were known as Rayleigh waves
[Rayleigh, 1885]. Following this work, Horace Lamb, a British applied mathematician,
reported the waves discovered in plates in his historic publication, On Waves in an
Elastic Plate, in 1917 [Lamb, 1917]. These waves since then have been called Lamb
Waves.
Lamb waves are further classified into symmetric (S0, S1, S2...) or anti-symmetric
(A0, A1, A2...), indicating the symmetry of a particles displacement relative to an
imaginary median plane drawn through the thickness of the plate, as shown in Figure
3·3 and Figure 3·4 respectively. The symmetric modes are also called longitudinal or
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Figure 3·3: Schematic depicting propagation of Lamb symmetric
mode waves.
contour modes because the average displacement over the thickness of the plate or
layer is in the longitudinal direction. While the anti-symmetric modes are observed
to exhibit average displacements in the transverse direction, these are called flexural
modes.
The velocity of Lamb waves are dependent on its frequency. Each of the symmet-
ric and anti-symmetric modes have their own frequencies and occur alternately as:
S0, A0, S1, A1..., and so on. While the lower order modes are easily discernible the
higher order modes are a super position of all the modes occurring before it and are
harder to discern from shape.
Compared to SAW and BAW resonators, Lamb acoustic wave resonators fabri-
cated from thin-film AlN are a recent innovation dating back to 2002 by the work
of Piazza and Yantchev [Yantchev and Katardjiev, 2013]. The lamb waves propa-
gate through the thin plate-type resonators used within this thesis and as they are
reflected at the edge the mode of propagation don’t suffer from mode conversion like
SAW resonators do nor do they suffer from the multiple frequency mixing problem of
BAW resonators.
LAW typically have high quality factors (Q), robust thermal compensation, low
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Figure 3·4: Schematic depicting propagation of Lamb asymmetric
mode waves.
noise floor and high frequency of operation [Lin et al., 2012, Bjurstro¨m et al., 2005,
Yantchev et al., 2006,Kuypers et al., 2008,Zhang et al., 2015,Lin et al., 2014]. These
waves propagate in piezoelectric plates that are thinner in comparison to the wave-
length of the wave being transduced by the Inter-Digitated Transducers (IDTs) pat-
terned on top of the piezoelectric resonator. Suspension of the structure enables a
higher Q and larger phase velocity (which enables higher frequency of operation). Due
to their high phase velocity, weak dispersion, low susceptibility to mode conversion,
and moderate electromechanical coupling, the lowest-order symmetric mode (S0) has
found most use in many practical fields such as high temperature sensing applica-
tions [Narducci et al., 2014], high frequency wireless communications [Abazari and
Abbey, 2010], chemical and biological sensing [Lu et al., 2013,Chen et al., 2016],pres-
sure and gravimetric sensing [Yantchev and Katardjiev, 2013, Choujaa et al., 1995],
and structural health monitoring [Giurgiutiu, 2005]. Given the importance of the
S0 mode for practical applications, wireless excitation of this mode for a micro-
mechanical piezoelectric resonator is demonstrated in this chapter. This S0 mode
has a frequency of about 356.2 MHz which is much higher than the resonance fre-
quencies of Device-A and B of 121.7 and 36.18 MHz in Chapter 2.
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100 µm 
Figure 3·5: Top view of the micro-mechanical piezoelectric resonator.
The plate-type piezoelectric element of the resonator has a lateral di-
mension of 266 by 166 microns. Five interdigitated transducers (IDTs)
are overlaid on this element with three connected to the RF-1 tab (not
shown) though thin connects on one side while the remaining two are
connected similarly to the RF-2 tab (not shown) on the opposite side.
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3.2 Simulation Results
Figure 3·5 is an optical micrograph showing the top-view of the MEMS piezoelec-
tric resonator employed for this study. The central rectangular plate (shown in blue
color) is the piezoelectric element of size 266 µm by 166 µm, which is suspended over
a slightly larger rectangular cavity. The resonator is connected to the bulk material
via thin rectangular connects. The top of the resonating element is overlaid with five,
15-µm wide, gold interdigitated transducers (IDTs), shown in dull gold color. Three
of these IDTs are connected via a thin gold track to the RF-1 tab on one side (not
shown) while the other two IDTs are connected to the RF-2 tab on the other side
(also not shown) via a similar thin gold track. As before either RF-1 or RF-2 can be
used to apply an AC-signal to piezoelectrically actuate the resonator while the other
tab can be used to observe the device response. These resonators are fabricated by
standard microfabrication methods. The total thickness of the resonator is 10 µm.
From bottom to top, it consists of a 5 µm base polysilicon layer, a 1 µm layer of
silicon oxide, a 1 µm layer of gold ground-electrode, a 2 µm layer of aluminum nitride
(AlN), and a 1 µm layer of patterned gold top-electrodes. Wireless actuation of this
device is carried out similarly as for those devices presented in Chapter 2.
A 2-D model conforming to the approximate dimensions of the device, shown
in Figure 3·5, was developed and simulated using the piezoelectric module in the
frequency domain of the COMSOL Multiphysics package. The simulation swept the
frequency between 350 MHz and 370 MHz and calculated the deformation of the
device at every mesh point. The results revealed a mode at 356 MHz, as shown in
Figure 3·6.
The inset of Figure 3·6 depicts the deformation of the device resembling the mode
shape expected from the symmetric Lamb wave mode S0 (refer Figure 3·3).
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Figure 3·6: The displacement vs. frequency sweep plot produced by
COMSOL simulation depicts a mode at the 356 MHz frequency. The
inset depicts the symmetric lamb wave mode shape.
3.3 Theoretical calculations
The frequency fl of the S0 mode is theoretically calculated to be about 368 MHz
and is dependent on the longitudinal velocity of sound vl through the resonator struc-
ture of thickness d comprised of the layers as described before and given as in,
fl =
vl
2d
(3.1)
The sound velocity vl through the stack of thickness d is calculated to be about
7386 m/s using the relation,
vl =
√
El
ρ
(3.2)
where, El is the longitudinal Young’s modulus and ρ is the density of the stack. A
Voigt model for weighted averages is assumed as a first-order approximation for the
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Young’s modulus of the stack given as,
El = E1Vf1 + E2Vf2 + E3Vf3 + E4Vf4 + E5Vf5 (3.3)
where E1 to E5 and Vf1 to Vf5 are the Young’s moduli and volume fractions of poly-
silicon base layer, silicon dioxide, gold ground layer, aluminum nitride (AlN) and
gold top electrodes respectively. The volume fractions of each layer is the ratio of the
volume of that specific layer to that of the total volume of the entire stack. Thus,
for the device shown in Figure 3·5. El is calculated to be 201.82 GPa. In addition,
replacing all the E’s with ρ1 to ρ5 (which are the respective densities of the stack in
similar order as before) in Equation 3.3 yields an estimate for the stack density (ρ),
which comes out to be approximately 3718 kg/m3. It may be noted that the Voigt
weighted average method imposes the highest limit on the Young?s modulus for a
stack of given dimensions and thickness. Hence, the resulting frequency calculated
(368 MHz) from it is an overestimate of the actual frequency.
3.4 Experimental Results
The resonator was excited using a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA, Agilent N3383)
and a resonance peak at 356.2 MHz was observed. Figure 3·7(a) shows the S21 pa-
rameter (in dB) in the range of 353 MHz and 360 MHz. Figure 3·7(b) shows the
resonance plot of the S21 (in dB) data in the same frequency range with the device
mounted on a stage facing directly towards a source antenna, at a distance of 0.50
m. The device is indeed actuated wirelessly at exactly the same frequency of 356.2
MHz, thus confirming wireless actuation method. Henceforth, similar measurements
were carried out for all distances between the source antenna and the piezoelectric
device from 0.15 m up to 1.25 m. It may be noted that all wireless actuation mea-
surements are carried out at a fixed source antenna. A Labview program swept the
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Figure 3·7: (a) Response of the device actuated and measured by
direct actuation via the VNA, as depicted by the inset schematic, shows
a resonance peak at 356.2 MHz. (b) The response of the device under
wireless actuation as depicted by the inset schematic. A similar peak
is detected at 356.2 MHz, confirming wireless actuation of the device.
VNA frequency between 353 MHz and 360 MHz and recorded the resulting S21 data
for each distance. The S21 parameter represents the ratio of the voltage amplitude
at port 2 (response from the resonator device) of the VNA with respect to that at
port 1 (excitation to source antenna).
Using a similar method of Chapter 2 the piezoelectric resonator was approxi-
mated using an equivalent Butterworth Van Dyke model and the maximum value of
the real admittance was extracted and plotted against distance given in terms of the
wavelength (λ) (about 0.8 m calculated at the resonance frequency of 356.2 MHz)
between the measured 0.15 m and 1.25 m distance range. This distance dependence
is presented in Figure 3·8(a). While it is expected that the curve will show a steady
decline as the distance of the device increases from the source antenna instead anoma-
lous peaks and troughs are observed, consistent with near-field effects. Although the
device actuates wirelessly, this counterintuitive distance dependence is due to the
near-field (operation within one wavelength) regime effects where linearly polarized
systems are susceptible to reflections and multipath interferences - as described in
Chapter 2.
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Figure 3·8: (a) The distance dependence of the extracted GBVD is
plotted where the distance is given in terms of the wavelength (λ) cal-
culated at the resonance frequency. (b) The distance (given in terms of
the wavelength) dependence of the calculated efficiency is plotted. (c)
The dependence of the Q to distance (in terms of wavelength) shown.
The quality factor varies from between 1400 to about 3600. (d) The
superimposed Lorentzian response of the device at distance of 0.15 m
and 1.25 m is shown. While the magnitude of the resonance response
is higher at 0.15 m, the subsequent quality factor is lower. At 1.25 m,
the magnitude is lower and the quality factor is higher, thus resulting
in a higher efficiency for the device at 1.25m than at 0.15 m.
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The distance (given in terms of the wavelength) dependence of the efficiency is
plotted in Figure 3·8(b). The efficiency of the device increases to a maximum of nearly
15 % at a distance of 1.2m from the source antenna. The efficiency of the device is
given by the ratio of the incident power to the output power, where the incident
power is calculated as the product of the measured power density at each distance by
a portable handheld power meter (RF-Explorer 3G) and the effective area of the top
IDTs. The output power is calculated from the S21 response of the device measured
by the VNA. The efficiency reported here is still low; however, it is significantly larger
than the 3 % reported in Chapter 2. The primary reason is believed to be the ratio
of device size and wavelength. Increasing this ratio by increasing frequency and at
the same time reducing the excitation wavelength can improve the directivity of the
device, which can lead to better energy transfer between the incident electric field and
the piezoelectric resonator. Typically, the conventional thickness BAW modes have
much higher frequencies, which are expected to generate even much higher efficiencies.
The quality factors calculated at each distance (given in terms of the wavelength) for
the resonator are shown in Figure 3·8(c) and can be seen to be between 1000 and
4000. Figure 3·8(d) shows the superimposed Lorentzian response of the device. It
demonstrates that while the magnitude of the resonance is higher at 0.15 m (starting
distance of the experiment) the quality factor is lower and at 1.25 m (the last distance
measured) the quality factor is higher and the magnitude of the resonance is lower.
Thus, the device has a lower efficiency at 0.15 m and a higher efficiency at 1.25 m. It
may also be noted that a slight shift in the resonance frequency from 356.2 MHz is
also observed as the distance is varied between the source antenna and device.
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3.5 Conclusion
To summarize, we demonstrate wireless actuation of S0 Lamb wave mode in a
micro-mechanical resonator with 15% efficiency. This enabling technology of low-
power excitation of micro-mechanical devices with small footprint could be funda-
mentally important to a wide variety of applications in wireless communication and
biomedical device engineering.
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Chapter 4
Silicon Nanowires
4.1 Introduction
The idea for the very first biosensor was put forward in 1962 by Clark and Lyons
from the Children Hospital in Cincinnati [Clark and Lyons, 1962]. There device
laid out in a subsequent patent in 1970 used the enzyme glucose oxidase (GOx)
embedded between two membranes in contact with an electrode pH sensor to measure
the concentration of glucose in solution. This patent was subsequently converted into
a commercial device by the Yellow Spring Instrument Company that launched in
1975 the first dedicated glucose analyzer (the Model 23 YSI analyzer) for the direct
measurement of glucose in 25 mL samples of whole blood. Since then and aided by
CMOS large-scale manufacturing, the world biosensor market has ballooned and is
presently expected to reach above 25 Billion USD in the next five years. This includes
clinical diagnostics [Kirsch et al., 2013], food safety [Sharma and Mutharasan, 2013],
homeland security [Bruckner-Lea, 2004] and environmental monitoring [Nigam and
Shukla, 2015].
Point of care (POC) devices for bio-medical applications have been growing in sig-
nificance partly due to increased life expectancy and corresponding diagnostic needs
for common, age-related diseases such as diabetes, heart disease and cancer [Kirsch
et al., 2013]. In recent years such POC devices have received much research attention
from both academia and industry. The question at the crux of this effort is mostly
the same: How many lives could be saved if the presence of a life threatening disease
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could be determined by examining a drop of blood in the span of minutes, rather than
waiting for lab turn arounds - especially in remote field settings where labs/hospitals
are far flung - which in extreme cases could take days. Such POC device biosensors
could make a positive analysis based on the presence of a corresponding biomarker
in the provided drop of blood or similar body fluid.
4.2 Biosensors
In 1994 Prof. Higson from Manchester University (UK) stated [Higson et al., 1994],
that a biosensor was a chemical sensing device in which a biologically derived recog-
nition entity is coupled to a transducer. Biosensors are usually categorized according
to the recognition entity as either metabolism sensors, where enzymes chemically
convert the analyte or affinity sensors where receptor molecules such as antibodies,
aptamers etc. are immobilized on the surface of the detector. These receptors inter-
act with the target molecules with high-affinity. Device sensitivity in such systems is
directly based on the antibody-antigen binding affinity [Giljohann and Mirkin, 2009].
This specific interaction is then used by the transduction mechanism to generate an
output. The transduction mechanism can either be optical, electrical or mechani-
cal. Common biosensor transducers used today include optics-based devices, such
as Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) and Surface Plasmon Resonance
(SPR), and electrochemical techniques and mechanical oscillating devices such as
Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) and cantilevers. Within these classifications
are further types an exhaustive review of which is outside the scope of this work,
however a few of the major types are discussed below.
No matter the sensing or transduction mechanism a biosensor is expected to pro-
duce highly reliable, consistent and reproducible results which are based on sensitive
and selective measurements of the target analyte being detected. Here sensitivity
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Figure 4·1: Schematic showing the Surface Plasmon Resonance
scheme.
is the smallest discernible concentration of the analyte which the sensor can detect
above the background noise. While selectivity is the ability of the sensor to detect
selectively only recognize the target analyte only in the presence of a myriad of other
molecules - such as are present in most physiologically relevant fluids like whole blood
or serum.
The Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) based biosensor, mentioned above, has
long been considered the gold-standard in biosensing mechanisms. It is based on the
detection of refractive index changes in a solution in proximity to the surface of a
metal plane (typically gold). As shown in Figure 4·1 approrpriate receptor molecules
are immobalized on the surface of the gold layer, which is exposed to the sample fluid.
As the target analyte selectively binds onto these receptors a change in refractive index
is observed due to the coherent electron oscillation, or surface plasmons, at the liquid
metal interface are excited by the light polarized parallel to the place of incidence. A
prism is used to ensure light has similar momentum as the surface plasmons which
results in resonant excitation.
Due to energy transfer from the incident light to surface plasmons, the reaction
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intensity shows a minimum at resonance frequency. A shift of this resonance frequency
can be directly related to the number of bound molecules. These devices have been
developed since 1983 [Liedberg et al., 1983] and are commercially available by various
manufacturers like Biocore, Riechert Technologis and GWC Technologies. While
having high sensitivity of antigen detection - reported in literature down to pico-
molar concentrations [Guo, 2012,Homola, 2008] these sensors suffer from non-specific
binding and owing to their construction are too bulky to be of any practical use
to POC applications. In addition they are not field hardy and require considerable
optical and mechanical maintenance. However at present work is being done on
compatible handheld models using this platform.
Compared to optical type of sensors such as the SPR, electrochemical biosensors
do not require extensive setup complexity or cost. These types of sensors are further
sub-classified as either conductometric, potentiometric or amperometric sensors. As
the name suggests conductometric sensors measure the change of conductance due
to a binding event between receptor and target (analyte) molecules. Potentiomet-
ric sensors monitor the electric potential on a working electrode with respect to a
reference electrode and amperometric sensors measure the change in current on the
working electrode. Of these amperometric sensors have been shown to be the most
sensitive [Mehrvar and Abdi, 2004] and exhibit a linear dependence between the cur-
rent and analyte concentration. They have been shown to detect a wide variety of
biomarker such as the prostrate cancer marker [Akter et al., 2012], the cardiac risk
marker C-Reactive Protein (CRP) [Gupta et al., 2014] and metastatic liver cancer
marker [Zhao et al., 2013].
While electrochemical based biosensors have been known to have the strongest
responses however they still have considerable room for improvement. For instance
the presence of differing pH, ionic strength and other molecules in the fluid being
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tested - have been shown to cause problems for these type of sensors.
Similar to SPR, mechanical biosensors offer label-free and real time biomarker
detection. They are based on shifts in resonance frequency which is caused by the
selective binding of the target analyte to the receptor molecules immobilized over the
mechanical resonant structure, such as cantilevers, beams or membranes. Amongst
the first demonstration of label free biosensing via cantilevers was performed by [Fritz
et al., 2000] in 2000 who detected DNA hybridization. Since then they have been used
to detect numerous cancer biomarkers, heart disease biomarkers and others [Arntz
et al., 2002]. Many expert reviews of this technology have been written and readers are
encouraged to go through the same for more information [Goeders et al., 2008,Boisen
et al., 2011].
Reducing the dimensions of the resonator increases its mass-resolution hence mea-
surements of analytes down to yoctograms have been reported in literature [Chaste
et al., 2012]. While the sensitivity of these devices is remarkable, the optical (laser)
based detection system makes them, like the SPR devices described above, unfeasible
for POC applications.
4.3 Transistors: Basics
We shall take a slight break in our discussion of Silicon Nanowire based biosensors
with a brief detour of the common MOSFET transistor. The transistor (transfer
resistor) is a semiconductor device used to switch or amplify electrical signals as they
are transferred through it from input to output terminals. Transistors are ubiquitous
to modern electronics since there first presentation by the team around W. Shockley at
Bell Labs (Nobel Prize in Physics 1956). There are two types of transistors: bipolar
(resistance controlled by current) and field-effect (resistance controlled by voltage)
transistors. Compared to the former the later consume lower power and hence are
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preferred. Metal Oxide Field Effect Transistors (MOSFETs) as they are called will
be explained briefly here, while the reader is referred to standard literature for a more
detailed description [Sze and Ng, 2007].
Figure 4·2 (a) shows a typical n-channel MOSFET. The metal gate above the
semiconductor channel is isolated by a metal oxide - known as the gate oxide. The
application of a positive voltage across this oxide layer is what causes the accumulation
of negatively charged carriers in the semiconductor layer below, creating an inversion
layer. At this point an application of a voltage between source and drain will cause
current to flow between the two terminals. The transistor can be operated as shown in
Figure 4·2 (b) in either saturation or linear regions. In the linear region the inversion
layer (n-doped regions) connects the source and drain like a simple resistor. And the
source-drain current ISD is given by Equation 4.1. Where Q is the charge density in
the channel, COX is the capacitance of the gate oxide layer per area, W is the width
of the channel, L is the channel length, Vg is the gate voltage, Vth is the threshold
voltage and Vsd is the source-drain voltage. While this linear model is only valid in
the small source-drain voltage region where Vsd is lesser than the difference between
gate voltage and the threshold voltage, the source-drain current becomes zero if the
gate voltage is below the threshold voltage.
ISD = µCOX
W
L
QVSD = µCOX
W
L
(Vg − Vth)V sd (4.1)
The saturation region occurs at higher Vsd, where a higher voltage narrows the
inversion channel close to the drain. Above the saturation voltage (Vsat) the channel
is ”pinched-off” at the drain, and the electrons under the influence of the source-drain
voltage are forced to propagate through the substrate. The current at this point is
nearly independent of the Vsd.
To switch on the MOSFET a sufficiently large inversion channel is required which
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(a) (b)
Figure 4·2: (a) Schematic of a typical n-channel MOSFET. The p-type
semiconductor substrate contains two highly n-doped regions (source
and drain). (b) Typical drain current vs. drain voltage for several gate
voltages Vg. Dashed curve indicates the transition between linear and
saturation mode.
is established above the Vth. It is assumed in our present discussion that the source-
drain current is zero for gate voltages below the threshold voltage. However a more
minute inspection reveals that a very small current can flow between the source and
drain due to thermal fluctuations of charge carriers, below the threshold voltage, as
described by Boltzman statistics. This sub-threshold current is exponentially depen-
dent on the gate voltage and given by,
Isd ∝ exp
(
e
kT
.
Vg
1 + CD/Cox
)
(4.2)
with the depletion capacitance CD, the gate oxide capacitance Cox, the Boltzmann
constant k, the elementary charge e and the absolute temperature T . The threshold
voltage for a MOSFET Vth is defined as,
Vth = ϕms − Qox +Qss +QD
Cox
+ 2ϕB (4.3)
where the first term is the work function different between the metal gate and the
semiconductor, the second is the sum of charges in the oxide Qox, at the oxide-
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semiconductor interface Qss and the silicon depletion charge QD. In the third term,
twice the bulk potential occurs to reach the onset of inversion. Details of these and
other characteristics can be found in traditional texts [Sze and Ng, 2007]. For this
thesis it is the sub-threshold current, defined within a sub-threshold region of the
MOSFET transistor that we shall remain interested in. This region of operation is
characterized by low self noise, low heating and makes the transistor exceptionally
susceptible to the gate voltage, which is essential for employing them as biosensors
as will be seen in the next section.
4.4 Nanowire based biosensors
Silicon Nanowire based biosensors have considerable advantages above the sensors
described in the previous sections mainly in the essential areas of real-time, label-
free sensing using CMOS compatible electronics. These devices can be adapted to
multiplexed detection of various antigens on the same chip and have also shown the
potential of implantation. Smart design of these sensors have shown measurements
independent of temperature, pH and ionic strength.
Based on the field effect employed in metal oxide semiconductor field effect transis-
tors (MOSFETs - discussed in section 4.3) Nanowire based biosensors were pioneered
by Prof. Piet Bergveld of the University of Twente (Netherlands) in the 1970’s. He
named them Ion-sensitive field effect transistors or ISFETs. [Bergveld, 1970]. As
shown in Figure 4·3, ISFETs differ from MOSFETs in the manner both devices are
gated. In the later a metal electrode is employed while in the former the surface ions
above the dielectric oxide layer gate the device below. In addition ISFETs are also
called dual-gate-FETs - in the sense that while there exists the ions in the fluid in
contact with the gate oxide (dielectric) there is also a back gate being applied to the
device which can serve to expand the conduction channel. Since the common mate-
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Figure 4·3: (a) Schematic of a typical MOSFET device which includes
a source, a drain, a gate electrode which is used to apply potential Vg
and a semiconductor conductance channel. (b) Schematic of a ISFET
device, the analyte solution is gated by a reference electrode which is
used to apply potential Vfg - fluid gate voltage. It also has a metaled
back-gate which can be used to apply a potential Vbg.
rial used for the oxide of the ISFET was Silicon Oxide which would express silanol
surface groups which may either be protonized or deprotonized based on the pH of
the solution, hence ISFETs have found use as pH sensors [Bergveld, 2003]. A change
in pH would thus lead to an appropriate increase or decrease in conductance of the
semiconducting channel below (nanowire).
The cross section of the nanowires (semiconducting channel) offers an advantage
wherein surface charges will gate the whole cross section of the semiconducting chan-
nel, hence traducing a surface effect into measurable changes in bulk properties. The
property in question is often the conductance (I/V ) of the ISFET. This is to say
that the presence of an antigen can be detected in minute quantities in the fluid by
the nanowires if it can be brought closer to the same, with enough selectivity over
other molecules in the same fluid environment. There in lies the essence of the Silicon
Nanowire based ISFET sensor. The method by which an antigen of interest can be
attracted over other molecules present in the fluid is to have receptor molecules such
as appropriate (and highly selective) antibodies immobilized over the surface which
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would then attract and bind on to the analytes of interest. This binding would cause
a global change in the field across the dielectric oxide layer causing a change in the
conductance of the sensor, which can then be read-out via electronic data analysis
systems. It has been shown repeatedly that the sub-threshold regime is the most
sensitive for the detection of target antigens [Gao et al., 2009]. Since the gate oxide
surface remains in contact with the liquid surface, hence the ISFET is said to have a
fluid gate (gate electrode in traditional MOSFET).
There are many research groups who are busy employing Silicon Nanowire based
ISFETs for the detection of various biomarkers. Some of them include the Lieber
group at Harvard [Cui et al., 2001], the Reed group at Yale [Stern et al., 2007],
the Bashir group at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [Duarte-Guevara
et al., 2014], the Heath group at Caltech [Bunimovich et al., 2006] and the Schonen-
berger group at Besel University [Knopfmacher et al., 2010]. Each of these groups
has made headway in detection of biomarkers at various quantities based on different
fabrication techniques of the ISEFTs and in mostly buffer solutions.
4.5 Silicon Nanowire biosensor - fabrication
Silicon Nanowires owe there sensitivity to the higher surface area to volume ratio,
hence there dimensions of fabrication is important. Many biological molecules of
interest are in the range of micro to nano meter ranges. The rough dimensions of
most proteins are about 8-10 nm, diameter of DNA helix is around 2 nm, the length
of DNA with 100 base pairs is around 34 nm, the thickness of bacterial flagellum is
20 nm, most viruses range in size from 20 to about 400 nm, most bacterium are even
larger at about 1 to 10 microns and the diameter of the human red blood cells is
about 6 - 8 microns. Thus a biosensor device having sub micron or nano-dimensions
has the best efficiency of detecting such molecules.
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Figure 4·4: Typical SOI wafer with the silicon device layer followed
by buried oxide and the thick silicon base handle layer.
The silicon nanowire biosensors are fabricated in a top-down fashion. In con-
trast such devices can be fabricated in a bottom-up process as had been done by
the Lieber group. While it produced high quality nanowires the vapor-liquid-solid
growth method did not yield consistent and reproducible devices, hence at present
the preferred method of fabrication is the top-down.
The silicon nanowire based biosensors that we have fabricated are based on Silicon-
on-oxide (SOI) wafers consisting of a top 100 nm silicon device layer followed by a
200 nm layer of buried oxide, which is followed by a 700-microns of lightly boron-
doped Silicon handle layer. The 6” wafers are cut into rectangular pieces of 2 by 3
centimeters. We fabricate 16 nanowire biosensor devices on each of these rectangular
pieces.
1. Before the actual fabrication the rectangular piece of SOI wafer as shown in
Figure 4·4 is cleaned using acetone and iso propanol followed by a 1:3 mixture
of Hydrogen per oxide and Sulphuric acid at 80-degrees for 30 minutes. The
piranha solution is very aggressive and quiet exothermic hence only quantity of
solution required is made and handled with appropriate protective measures.
Piranha treatment (cleaning) of the SOI wafer should hydrolyze the surface and
make it more hydrophilic hence the surface at the end of the process should wet
immediately without the formation of any islands of silicon within the film of
water.
2. The cleaned and dry wafer piece is then ready for the photolithography process.
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Figure 4·5: Cleaned wafer spun with HMDS and Photoresist is ex-
posed to pattern the source-drain electrodes.
This recipe has been enhanced to care for the effects of humidity when weather
control inside the lithography room isn’t optimized. The wafer is heated on a
hot plate at 115-degrees for 10 to 15 mins. A primer (Hexamethyldisilazane)
HMDS and Photoresist S1813 (Microposit) are spun one after the other using
a spinner (Headway Research PWM32-CB-15) for 45 seconds at 4000 RPM.
The photoresist (PR) is then baked at 115-degrees again for 10 mins. Once the
wafer piece has cooled down it is then stuck onto a 4-inch carrier wafer using
double sided tape (3M) and inserted in the MA6 Mask Aligner from Karl Suss
with a 350W mercury short arc lamp for 12 seconds at 10mW/cm3, using Hard
contact setting and a contact distance of 50-microns. Following the exposure the
wafer piece is immersed in Toluene to harden the top layer of the PR, for about
a minute. The piece is then washed and dried with DI water and Nitrogen
respectively. The wafer is then post-baked at 115-degrees for 2 minutes and
following that is immersed immediately into MF-319 (Microposit) developer.
The container is gently shaken to allow the developer to develop the PR for
45 seconds. The wafer is then washed and dried again and observed under the
lithography room microscope with a yellow filter.
Once this step has been completed and the pattern looks good the wafer piece
is cleaned in the M4L (PVA, Tepla Inc.) plasma asher using an oxygen plasma
of 300 sccm at 300 Watts for 5 minutes. This will ensure that any left over
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Figure 4·6: Metal deposition followed by the Acetone lift off process
which will remove metal layers on top of the unexposed PR.
primer layer (HMDS) and PR residue is removed from the wafer.
3. The plasma asher process from the previous step will ensure better adhesion
of the metal layer of this step. It may also be noted that once the wafer is
plasma cleaned it should immediately be exposed to the physical vapor depo-
sition (PVD) process for metal deposition. What has been found to work is
to setup the PVD - thermal evaporator (Edwards Auto 306 Turbo) before the
wafer is cleaned and immediately exposed to the process.
From bottom to top 10 nm of Titanium is deposited first as an adhesion layer
followed by 100 nm of Gold electrode layer and 25 nm of Chromium - which
will act as an etch mask later on.
The final chrome layer completely covers the wafer surface once its removed
from the thermal evaporator. The wafer has a mirror like appearance at this
stage. This wafer is then introduced into an acetone bath and sonicated for 4-5
minutes. This step often known as lift-off will lift-off the unexposed PR layer
and the metal layers on top of it as shown by the schematic of Figure 4·6. At
this point sonication beyond 5 minutes could be carried out till the electrodes
are sharp and all excess metal and unexposed PR residue is not observed any
more. The excessive sonication will not have any effect on the deposited metal
if the plasma cleaning from the last step was carried out well. Deposited metal
leaving from the exposed pattern will render that particular device on the wafer
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useless.
4. Poly-Methyl Methacrylate (PMMA) is now spun onto the wafer to define the
nanowires. Two coats of PMMA: PMMA - 495 and 950 (both from Microposit)
- are spun one after the other, respectively, at 1700 RPM for 45 seconds. Each
layer is baked at 110-degrees for 10 minutes. Scanning Electron Microscope
(JEOL 6400) equipped with a beam blanker (Deben) and lithography software
(NPGS) is used to write the wires. A CAD-drawing of the dimensions of the
pads and the nanowires needs to be drawn in the NPGS software. The di-
mensions of each of the pads is about 10 by 50 microns. They are 3 microns
apart hence the nanowires that straddle them need to be at least 10 microns in
length to allow sufficient overlap and connection. In addition we expect each
of the wires to be 50-60 nm thick. Electron dosage governs the exposure and
the eventual thickness of the nanowires along with the magnification at time of
writing.
The abeam-lithography process as it is called can be understood with the anal-
ogy of a common pencil. The sharper the point of the pencil the thinner the text
is going to turn out. Hence the higher the magnification the sharper the beam of
electrons that is used by the equipment and hence the thinner the feature size.
However with higher magnification the field of view also reduces thus the beam
is able to see a smaller area. Thus nanowires drawn at a higher magnification
could be thinner but the limit of magnification which would allow the drawn
nanowires to completely straddle the 5 micron gap of the electrode pads was
about 3200x. At this magnification electron dosage of 550 nC/cm2 was used
for the pads and 525 nC/cm2 was used for the nanowire writing at 40 keV. The
wafer piece was then developed in a 1:4 mixture of cold Methyl Isobutyl Keton
(MIBK) and iso propanol for 11 seconds. The developed nanowires can then
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Figure 4·7: PMMA layer exposed to form the pads and the nanowire
structures.
be observed under an optical microscope. No attempt however should be made
to measure the wires under the SEM - the electron beam could develop the
PMMA and destroy the nanowire structures. Nanowire structures can only be
measured after chromium mask has been deposited on top of them as described
in the next step. However if the wires do not come out to be the right thickness
the entire wafer piece at this point will become useless. In order to gain a better
understanding multiple dosage tests were carried out using a test wafer piece,
before the above mentioned dosage rates were settled upon.
5. The wafer piece is now plasma cleaned again with a similar recipe of 300 W,
300 sccm as before however it is only run for 2 minutes this time. This is since
the plasma asher cleans organics it may eat away at the nanowire structures
that have been written. A 25 nm layer of Chromium is then deposited as before
using the thermal evaporator and lifted off using Acetone in a sonicator. The
sonication process should be run for about 4 to 5 minutes or as long as is needed
till the nanowires look sharp and clean under an optical microscope.
6. Since there is now a chromium mask on top of the devices the silicon can be
etched away to realize the nanowire devices. The 100 nm device silicon layer is
etched using the Reactive Ion etching process with a plasma mixture of Oxygen
(5 sccm) and Tetrafluoromethane (50 sccm) at 120 Watts for 2 minutes and
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Figure 4·8: Chromium layer deposition on wafer and nanowires.
75 mTorrs. This recipe has shown to etch away the 100 nm of Silicon. The
end point reveals an olive green colored wafer which is the color of 200 nm of
silicon oxide. If after this process the wafer still looks a bit pinkish or bluish
the recipe should be repeated for about 30 seconds. It has also been observed
that the cleanliness of the RIE chamber before the beginning of the process and
also running the process without the wafer piece both enhance the quality of
the devices.
7. Now the chromium layer which has served its masking purpose is removed via
the Chromium Etchant (Microposit) and silicon nanowires connected to gold
source-drain electrodes are obtained. Figure 4·9 shows this as a schematic and
the electronic micrograph of one such set of nanowires. The nanowires are about
60 nm (+/- 1 nm) wide and straddle the gold electrodes on either side. The
electrodes are symmetric and either one can be used as the source or drain.
8. The gate oxide is now put down using the Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD)
system. About 5 nm of Aluminium Oxide is put down on the entire wafer piece
using the ALD (Savannah 100, CambridgeNanotech). The ALD ensures that a
continuous layer of the oxide is put down which will conform to the shape of
the devices. In contrast E-beam evaporation of oxide layers should be avoided
since the deposition system is random and leaves behind microscopic pin holes.
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Figure 4·9: (a) The chromium layer removed reveals the gold source-
drain electrodes and the silicon nanowires that straddle them. (b) Elec-
tron Micrograph of 60 nm (+/- 1 nm) wide silicon nanowires.
Such pin holes would lead to leakage currents in the device and render them
useless.
9. We then use an SU-8 insulation layer to cover the source-drain electrodes around
the vicinity of the nanowires to ensure that when the device is used only the
nanowire structures (covered with 5 nm of gate oxide) are open to interaction
with the fluid. The SU-8 (MicroChem) is spun on to the wafer piece at 4000
RPM for 70 secs. Then it is soft baked at 65-degrees for 1 minute, 95-degrees for
2 minutes and then 65-degrees for 1 minute. This allows the trapped moisture
to leave the layer and makes a more smoother and flat layer of SU-8. The wafer
piece is then exposed for 6.5 seconds at 10 mW/cm2. The wafer piece is then
post baked similarly at 65-degrees for 1 minute, 95-degrees for 2 minutes and
then again at 65-degrees for 1 minute. The wafer is then developed in SU-8
developer for 2 mins whilst shaking and washed with Iso propanol. Remember
that the developed layer must not be washed with DI-water. In case the windows
above the nanowires haven’t completely opened the wafer can be developed in 30
second increments till completely done. Also extra care must be taken with this
step as the windows being opened over the nanowires are only 5 microns wide
and need to be aligned perfectly. SU-8 is also particularly nasty to remove hence
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(c)
Figure 4·10: (a) Optical picture of the diced device. Golden colored
electrodes can be seen. At the base these electrodes can be wirebonded
to a PCB board while they each serve as source and drains for the 12
sets of nanowires fabricated on the device. (b) Optical picture of the
tip (notch of the M-shape in (a)) of the device in zoomed view to show
the central common drain and twelve source electrodes. (c) Electron
Micrograph of 60 nm (+/- 1 nm) wide silicon nanowires sets contained
between each of the twelve sources and one central common drain of
the device.
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this step done wrong will mostly likely result in one or many devices or even
the entire wafer piece in becoming unusable - since even a minor misalignment
may cause the pads to which the nanowires are connected to become exposed
rendering the functionality of the wires void. Figure 4·10 (a) shows the picture
of the actual diced device. The twelve gold electrodes serve as source electrodes
to the nearly twelve sets of nanowires fabricated on the device and connected
to one central drain electrode. Figure 4·10 (b) shows the zoomed up tip of
the device here while the nanowires can still not been seen however the twelve
M-Shaped source electrodes can be seen converging on either side of a central
drain electrode. Finally Figure 4·10 (c) shows the electron micrograph of the
nanowires containing within each of those spaces between source and common-
drain electrode. Altogether each device has 12 nanowires sets. This is to increase
the likelihood of detection of the antigen. Multiple wire sets can be used to verify
the results observed.
10. The insulated wafer is then coated with PMMA 950 by spinning it at 1700 RPM
for 45 seconds and then baking it for 10 minutes at 100 degrees. This will act
as a protective cover for the devices during the dicing process. The dicing is
carried out with Keteca Dimablades in the Dicer (Disco Dad 3220).
The devices are now ready for funtionalization which will be described in the next
section.
4.6 Silicon Nanowire biosensor - funtionalization
This section will present the detailed recipe for funtionalization and salinization
of the devices for use with antigen detection. First Silanization is carried out to put
down a layer of amines which could then bind out to the antibodies via zero-length
functional groups.
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1. The device is sonicated in Acetone bath for about 30 seconds to remove the
deposited PMMA protective layer, put down during the dicing process. The
device is washed with Acetone, Iso propanol and DI Water and dried with
Nitrogen.
2. Immobilization of the antibodies is carried out via the salinization step. APTES
((3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane) is used for this step which is a well known and
understood reagent. 50 l of APTES are hydrated in 1 ml of Ethanol/Water
solution 95% to 5% v/v. The solution should be at a pH of 5. The APTES
solution should be hydrolyzed in the ethanol/water mixture for 20 minutes at
least. In this time the device should be plasma cleaned in oxygen plasma for
2 mins (300 Watts, 300 sccm). The plasma asher adds hydroxyl groups to
the surface of the oxide atop the nanowires. The device is then added to the
same vial containing the hydrolyzed APTES for another 20 mins. At the end
the device must be taken out and washed with the Ethanol/Water solution -
twice and once with Sodium Hydro-oxide solution 0.1mM before being dried
and stored over night in an oven at 100-degrees. The APTES will bind on to
the hydroxyl groups to form a layer on top of the oxide as shown in Figure 4·11.
A few parameters to note here are that APTES reacts and deteriorates under
contact with moisture. Hence either Nitrogen should be bubbled through it
before extraction from the bottle or it should be extracted using a syringe.
The APTES bottle comes in a seal tight bottle however the rubber seal should
not be removed completely, instead a syringe should be used to extract the
APTES for use. A glove bag under nitrogen blanket could also be used for this
purpose. APTES should also be discarded every six months as despite the afore
mentioned precautions it will go bad.
In addition the device can be stored in the oven after salinization overnight
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Figure 4·11: The APTES scheme shows the self-assembled monolayer
of amines on top of the oxide layer. APTES binds to the hydroxyl
groups on the surface which have been added as a result of the plasma
asher process.
however it should at least be heated for 3 hours, no less.
3. The device is now ready for funtionalization with the antibody. One aliquot
of the antibody anti-ProBNP (8NT2, HYTEST) should be removed from the
freezer and allowed to thaw on the bench. The antibodies have previously been
aliquoted in 20 µl aliquots each and stored in the freezer.
4. Sulfo-NHS (N-hydroxysuccinimide) is stored in the fridge at 4-degrees while
EDC (1-ethyl-3-(3- dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide) is stored in the freezer
at -20-degrees. These two are the most widely used cross linkers for antibody
functionalization on in-organic layers. EDC reacts with carboxyl groups to
create an active-ester intermediate, which then reacts with amine groups to
form an amide bond. The intermediate is, however, labile in aqueous solutions,
and should not be stored but rather used immediately. By adding sulfo-NHS,
the solubility and stability of the intermediate is enhanced. The sulfo-NHS
replaces EDC to form a sulfo-NHS ester, which is also more active at reacting
with amine-containing molecules. NHS and EDS are prepared by measuring
4.4-4.8 mg of the former and adding 1.8 µl of the later to 1 ml of the MES
buffer in two separate eppendorf tubes. The schematic of the reaction is shown
in Figure 4·12.
5. Immediately 22 µl of each of these solutions is added to the vial containing 20
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Figure 4·12: Schematic for NHS EDC reaction
µl of the antibody which has by this time come up to room temperature. The
resulting mixture is mixed using a pipette and allowed to react for 20 minutes
on the bench top. The light in the room may be switched off as a precaution
while the reaction takes place.
6. The device is wire bonded onto a PCB with SMA-connectors. The wedge bonder
is used for this application rather than the ball bonder since any excessive
bonding force might result in the rupture of the thin oxide underneath the
device layer rendering the device unusable.
7. At the end of the twenty minutes period 100 µl of PBS pH 8.5 are added to the
antibody mixture and mixed. Immediately the drop of this mixture is carefully
dropped to the tip of the device while ensuring that the liquid does not touch the
wire - bonds. The device (on the PCB) is then enclosed in a plastic petri dish.
A wet piece of clean room cloth is added underneath the PCB inside the petri
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Figure 4·13: Scheme of the zero length cross-linking. The surface
amine groups attack the carbonyl group of the sulfo-NHS ester and
form a stable amid bond as the sulfo-NHS group leaves.
dish to provide a moisture reservoir and to ensure that the drop of antibody
at the tip of the device doesn’t dry out. The sulfo-NHS ester will react with
amine-covered sensor surface, and form a stable amid bond. The sulfo-NHS
group leaves during the reaction resulting in a zero length cross-linking (Figure
4·13).
The device is taken out after 3 hours from the petri-dish and its tip washed with
PBS buffer pH 7, three times. At this point the wire bonded device is ready for
use.
4.7 Measurements Setup
The wire-bonded and functionalized device is now ready for the experimental setup
which comprises of adding a fluid chamber and sealing it in. The fluid chamber used
is made out of two parts of acrylic sheet brought together using two metal screws and
sealed with the device using para-film. The para-film - seal is created by hand and
inserted between the fluid chamber and the wire-bonded device. The fluid chamber
has an inlet and an outlet for the fluid to flow along with a port for the reference
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Figure 4·14: The wire-bonded device is shown inside of the fluid cham-
ber. SMA connectors are attached to the various electronic equipments.
electrode.
Figures 4·14 and 4·15 show two views of the fluid chamber with the silicon nanowire
device inside. The chamber is secured via two metal screws and a hand rolled para-
film seal. The inlet and outlet ports of the chamber are also marked and the port for
the Ag/AgCl reference electrode is also shown.
Typically 50 µl of different concentrations of the antigen separated by 30 µl of
wash cycle of PBS (pH 7) - in a so called dilution series - are flown through the
inlet and collected at the outlet of the device through the affixed fluid chamber at a
constant rate of 400 nl/sec via a syringe pump. Each dilution series contains about
6 - 9 such concentrations all separated by wash cycles. Figure 4·16 shows the circuit
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Figure 4·15: Another view of the fluid chamber with the inlet, outlet
and reference electrode ports marked.
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Figure 4·16: Schematic of the measurements circuit used for this
experiment. A summing amplifier is used to add a small AC signal
atop a DC offset while a post amplifier measures the output before
being fed into a lock in amplifier (LIA).
for measurements used for measuring the differential conductance vs. time for each
dilution series.
A summing amplifier is used to add a small AC signal (typically 10 mV) atop a DC
offset (usually zero-volts for sub-threshold regime). A lock-in amplifier provides the
AC signal while a power source provides the DC offset. The frequency of the applied
AC voltage is low (typically 17 Hz). The output is amplified by a post amplifier and
then fed back to the lock-in amplifier and recorded by a LabView program. The AC
component of the output voltage is given by,
VAC,out = Gdiff ×Rm × R0
R0 +RLIA
× VAC,in (4.4)
where R0, Rm and RLIA are the summing circuit resistances, the amplifier resistance
and the resistance of the lock-in amplifier. The differential conductance Gdiff can
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Figure 4·17: Differential conductance measurement concept. A small
AC voltage measures the slope on the current-voltage curve around the
applied DC voltage.
then be calculated form the output voltage sensed by the lock-in amplifier. The
basics of this concept are visualized in Figure 4·17. The small AC voltage essen-
tially approximates the slope of the I-V curve which is the dI/dV or the differential
conductance.
4.8 Experimental Results
In this study silicon nanowires have been fabricated down to 60 nm in thickness
and have been used to detect the NT-ProBNP bio marker which is used as the gold-
standard for heart disease identification. The identification has been made in un-
desalted serum which brings the device one step closer to being actually realized in
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point of care applications. However we begin by discussing the results in 2 mM PBS
buffer. The buffer has very low salt concentration hence it is initially used as a way
of verifying the working principle of the device. Later on results in serum will be
discussed.
The antigen NT-proBNP was aliquoted into vials of 250 µl each having a concen-
tration of 20 µg/ml. This antigen was used to spike the buffer and create solutions of
different concentrations namely: 20 µg/ml, 2 µg/ml, 0.2 µg/ml, 20 ng/ml, 2 ng/ml
and 0.2 ng/ml. These solutions were loaded in a tubing in 50 µl each from lowest to
highest concentration, each concentration separated by a 2 mM PBS wash cycle of
30 µl. A syringe pump working at 400 nl/sec dispenses the series to the device via
the inlet of the fluid chamber shown in Figure 4·14 and 4·15.
Using the above log-series the devices developed in the previous section produced
the conductance vs. time results as shown in Figure 4·18. It can be seen that the
device responds to the lowest concentration of 200 pg/ml as well (red curve). Thus
proving that the device does indeed detect NT-proBNP. In addition we tested the
device by flowing 20 µg/ml (equivalent to the highest concentration of the measured
NT-ProBNP) of Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA). The results show that the device
does not detect non-specific proteins and only responds to analytes it has been func-
tionalized for.
We then tested multiple devices using similar log-dilutions series except now they
were all spiked in serum instead of the 2 mM PBS as before.
As per Figure 4·19, it can be seen that the device is capable of detecting the
antigen NT-ProBNP in serum as well. However the lowest detectable signal is now
nearly an order of magnitude higher at 2 ng/ml. Also the wash cycles in between the
concentration plateaus are not as constant or flat as they used to be with the PBS
signal in Figure 4·18.
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Figure 4·18: Conductance measurement vs. time for a log-
concentration in 2 mM PBS buffer. Red-curve is the response for NT-
ProBNP while the blue-curve is for BSA.
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Figure 4·19: Conductance measurement vs. time for a log-
concentration in Serum.
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4.8.1 Differential Conductance
In this section we discuss a novel method of reducing the background noise in
the measurements. Differential conductance is measured by depositing a thick layer
of oxide on one set of nanowires about 200 nm - thick, and then subtracting the
response of this nanowire set (covered) with respect to that of a nanowire set - open
to the fluid flow. This is achieved by employing the A-B functionality of the Lock-
in Amplifier (LIA). The LIA in this setup provides an input to the common drain
electrode while outputs from source electrode-A and source electrode-B are input to
the LIA in differential mode. The thick oxide is deposited on the individual device
by coating it with PMMA and then exposing a rectangular window on top fo the
nanowire set to the covered. When developed this PMMA is removed from above
this set of wire and oxide is deposited using ALD process. When lift-off is done the
oxide only remains over one set of nanowires.
Figure 4·20 shows the results of measuring the response of the device using a
similar log-dilution series in serum. It can be observed that by employing a differential
method of measurement the background immediately becomes flat and goes to zero.
This is as per expectation, since background noise is applied equally to both the
set of wire covered with thick oxide and that which is not covered with oxide and
hence gets subtracted in the differential scheme. While the background does seem to
increase for the higher concentrations however this may be due to the intrinsic nature
of ion-entrapment in the oxide layer for those higher concentrations.
4.8.2 Limit of Detection
Since we have identified that the device works in its required detection application,
we will now present data that will be able to identify the limit of detection for NT-
ProBNP using this device.
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Figure 4·20: Differential conductance measurement vs. time for a
log-concentration in Serum.
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It was observed that log-dilution series did not completely capture the essence of
the complete range of concentrations that the device may be able to detect. Hence
a two fold-dilution scheme was adopted. Starting from 20 µg/ml of the analyte NT-
ProBNP in serum dilutions were made which were each half of the initial. Hence the
solutions (dilutions) that were created consisted of: 20 µg/ml, 10 µg/ml, 5 µg/ml,
2.5 µg/ml, 1.25 µg/ml, 625 ng/ml, 312.5 ng/ml, 156.3 ng/ml, 78.1 ng/ml, 39 ng/ml,
19.5 ng/ml, 9.7 ng/ml, 4.8 ng/ml, 2.4 ng/ml, 1.2 ng/ml, 0.61 ng/ml, and 0.31 ng/ml.
Due to the limited pumping capacity of the syringe pump can only pump about
ten of these concentrations at one time, hence first a two-fold dilution series starting
from 20 µg/ml is introduced with solutions down to 39 ng/ml. Response of the device
is converted to a conductance versus concentration plot shown in Figure 4·21. Each
data point is the average value of the each concentration plateau, while the error
corresponds to the drift in the measurements. The device as expected responds to
each concentration in decreasing order of response as the concentration is lowered.
Figure 4·22 is the similar plot for the lower concentrations as the two-fold dilution
is progressed further. It can be seen from this plot that the approximate detectable
limit for NT-proBNP is about 2.5 ng/ml.
4.9 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented Silicon Nanowires based biosensors. From there
beginning this technology has proven to be far more robust and superior to other label-
free detection mechanisms. In addition it lends its self to being adopted for hand-
held, wearable and eventually implantable nano-scale sensors for various antigens.
The device is versatile and can be functionalized for detecting any other analyte. We
have presented our device fabricated down to 60 nm thick wires and then used it to
detect NT-ProBNP analyte which is the gold-standard bio marker for heart disease.
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20 µg/ml
5 µg/ml
1.25 µg/ml
625 ng/ml
78.1 ng/ml
39 ng/ml
312.5 ng/ml
156 ng/ml
10 µg/ml
2.5 µg/ml
Figure 4·21: Conductance vs. concentration plot for two-fold dilution
series of NT-ProBNP spiked in Serum.
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2.5 ng/ml
Figure 4·22: Conductance vs. concentration plot for two-fold dilution
series of NT-ProBNP spiked in Serum. The plot shows the limit of
detection for this device.
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We have also presented a differential mode measurement technique which is shown
to reduce noise in the results. In the next chapter we shall be looking into ways of
enhancing sensitivity of these devices.
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Chapter 5
Silicon Nanowires: Increased Sensitivity
5.1 Introduction
The promise of nanowire based bio-sensors is a label free, real-time detector which
can be made orders of magnitude more sensitive by application of intelligent design
and known methodologies. Hence significant effort is being paid to the realization of
the same. In 2004, [Patolsky et al., 2004] demonstrated the detection of single virus
molecules in buffer by the real-time correlation of conductance spikes and fluorescent
tagged viruses. However the large setup needed did not allow it to be integrated into
a POC device. Most groups demonstrate the detection of target analytes in lower
concentration buffer to circumvent the Debye layer screening issue present in higher
concentration ionic solutions such as whole blood or serum [Kim et al., 2007, Zheng
et al., 2005, Chua et al., 2009]. Amougst these the Kim group has demonstrated
detection of Prostrate specific Antigen (PSA) a bio-marker for prostrate cancer down
to 1 fg/ml using a PBS buffer of 3 µM concentration. However it would make for a
cumbersome and complicated POC device requiring the addition of a dilution buffer
to bring down the concentration of serum from its usual 150 mM to the required 3
µM before the device could start detecting the PSA. In addition dilution has been
shown to have an impact on the ligand-protein and protein-protein interactions [Lloret
et al., 2012] and can also reduce the analyte concentration in turn requiring the
sensor to be even more sensitive. Another approach which also does not lend a hand
for POC applications is to desalt the serum sample before multiplex detection of
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biomarkers can be made [Zheng et al., 2005]. The desalting usually has to be carried
out via a centrifuge which cannot efficiently be miniaturized for on chip integration.
Furthermore precious target analyte can be lost in the desalting process. Another
methodology that has been adopted is the introduction of a micro-fluidic purification
chip (MPC) system to pre-isolate the target analytes and release them into pure
buffer for sensing via nanowire sensors [Stern et al., 2010]. This method while viable
is contingent upon the effective operation of the pre-concentrator. Another method
for increasing sensitivity of nanowire based biosensors has been to make a comparative
measurement of the target analyte in serum with one set of nanowires with respect
to another maintained in a reference buffer (lower concentration) also spiked with the
target analyte [Kim et al., 2010]. These measurements would then be free of the ionic
concentration of the fluid environment. It has also been shown that by only using a
small fragment of the antibody, [Elnathan et al., 2012] specifically the lower end that
binds to the target analyte the bio-recognition event can be brought nearer to the
surface of the nanowire and thus an increase in the sensitivity can be observed.
In this chapter we present a novel method that could be used for sensitivity en-
hancement of nanowire biosensors. We employ dc-electric fields by an application of
electric potential of up to 1V via external electrodes patterned across the nanowires
and present how it enhances the sensitivity by nearly an order of magnitude. In high
ionic concentration fluids the counter ions shield the charged protein molecules ac-
cording to the Debye length, which is in-turn dependent on the solution concentration.
This characteristic length over which the potential decays into the bulk solutions, is
often denoted by λD and given by,
λD =
√
r0kBT
2LAe2Ic
(5.1)
where 0 represents the vacuum permittivity, r is the relative permittivity of the
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Figure 5·1: Schematic of the dipolar separation technique. A static
E-field is applied to a captured target analyte molecule tethered above
a silicon nanowire. The field produces a dipole whereby the counter
and co-ions shielding the charged particle are displaced temporarily.
medium, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature (K), NA is
the Avogadro’s number, e stands for the elementary charge and I represents the ionic
strength of the electrolytic (ionic) buffer solution. It can be seen that an ionic solution
of higher strength (I) will correspond to a shorter λD. The Debye screening length
can be thought of as the distance into the solution the nanowires can effectively ”see”
a target analyte. In serum the high concentration of ionic content causes the Debye
length to be about 0.7 nm (150 mM). This short Debye length causes the silicon
nanowire based biosensors to loose sensitivity in such solutions.
An applied static (dc) electric field can disrupt this screening by pulling apart
the shielding ions from around the proteins hence creating a dipole. This dipolar
separation should be proportional to an applied static electric field. This phenomena
is by no means new and is the basis of electrophoresis and dielectrophoresis. It is
well understood and present in standard micro-fluidic texts [Kirby, 2010]. Moreover
it is actively employed in separation of charged bio-particles. In our biosensors we
are effectively able to capture target proteins, hence we want to employ static electric
fields in producing a dipole which would effectively de-screen the protein, allowing
the nanowires below to sense them given the higher concentration of ions in the fluid.
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Figure 5·2: Optical micrograph for a nanowire based biosensor with
external electrodes. The nanowires are present in between the (red-
circled) source and drain electrodes marked.
5.2 Measurement Setup
As in Chapter 4 devices with external electrodes were fabricated through an exter-
nal off-site employing similar fabrication steps as highlighted in Section 4.5. External
gold electrodes were added to the fabrication steps. Figure 5·2 shows the optical mi-
crograph of one such device. Sets of nanowires (marked by red-circles on the picture)
straddle the (marked) source and drain electrodes. Each of the nanowires in these
devices is about 100 nm thick (± 5 nm).
These devices were wire-bonded, silanized, functionalized with the BNP Antibod-
ies and affixed inside the fluid chamber via the same process as detailed in the Section
4.5 previously.
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5.3 Experimental Results
Serum spiked with NT-ProBNP antigen was made up to a concentration of 5
µg/ml. This solution was flown in 50 µl quantities separated by 30 µl of 2mM PBS
wash. A DC voltage was applied to create a static electric field via the external
electrodes shown in Figure 5·2 and varied between 0 and 1 V with 0.2 V steps. The
results are shown in Figure 5·3. In the plot it can be seen that initially at 0 volts
(no external electric field) the device responds typically to the concentration of the
antigen introduced. As the field is increased at every subsequent wash cycle, it can
be seen that the response of the device increases almost proportionally. However
between the peaks of every subsequent increase in voltage it can be seen that the
baseline (wash cycle response) also increases. This may be due to the fact that the
PBS buffer also contains ions albeit in a smaller concentration.
Figure 5·4 represents another run using the same concentration however it is based
on the application of 0 V, 0.5 V and 1 V. The concentration of the analyte (NT-
ProBNP) used for this plot is still 5 µg/ml. It can be seen that the peak responses
for each subsequent increase in potential applied at the external electrodes results in
a raise in response. However when the potential is kept constant the response too
remains constant.
Next we make a similar measurement as that of Figure 5·4 in 2mM PBS. This
was done by spiking the PBS with the NT-ProBNP to make a final concentration
of 5 µg/ml. This solution was then introduced to the device as a dilution series as
before interspaced by the PBS wash cycle solutions. The results shown in Figure 5·5
depict the expected results. It may be noted that the measured conductance is overall
higher than that measured in serum spiked measurements of the plots before. This is
due to the 2mM PBS having significantly lower salt concentration than serum which
has an ionic concentration of about 150 mM.
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Figure 5·3: Plot of Conductance vs. time showing the results of
dipolar separation via the application of static electric fields.
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Figure 5·4: Plot of Conductance vs. time showing the results of
application of static electric fields. It can be seen when the potential is
increased the response increases viz-a-viz the response remaining at a
constant amplitude when the potential is held constant.
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Figure 5·5: Plot of Conductance vs. time showing the results of
application of static electric fields to 2mM PBS spiked with the analyte.
It can be seen that the measured conductance is overall higher than that
of the serum spiked plots of before - due to the significantly lower salt
concentration of the PBS.
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Figure 5·6: Plot of Conductance vs. concentration showing the results
of application of static electric fields to dilution series runs of a log-
series. It can be seen that the application of the static electric fields
for both 0.5 V and 1 V increases the sensitivity by nearly an order of
magnitude above the limit of detection with no electric fields (0 V).
Finally the method is used to demonstrate how it may be able to increase sensitiv-
ity of the present devices. For this a log-dilution series was prepared by spiking serum
with NT-ProBNP. The concentrations used were: 20 µg/ml, 2 µg/ml, 0.2 µg/ml, 20
ng/ml, 2 ng/nl, 0.2 ng/ml, 20 pg/ml, 2 pg/ml. These runs were repeated once for
each of 0 V, 0.5 V and 1 V. The results are shown in Figure 5·6.
The blue plot in the figure is the base plot for 0 V DC potential applied to the
external electrodes. It can be seen that only 20 µg/ml and 2 µg/ml concentrations
are discernible at this stage. All other concentrations are not discernible since they all
fall rather non-intuitively. The sensor is unable to successfully differentiate between
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these lower end concentrations. As the run is repeated with a voltage of 0.5 V (red-
plot) we begin to observe a significant signal from the 0.2 µg/ml concentration and a
smaller but promising signal from the 20 ng/ml concentration as well above the other
concentrations of this run. Finally as the entire dilution series is repeated with the
application of 1 V (black-plot) on the external electrodes we find that the 20 ng/ml
concentration signal is more significant and above the signal from the lower end of
the concentrations, which are all along a flat line indicating that these concentrations
are not differentiable from each other by the sensor.
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have demonstrated a method for sensitivity enhancement viz-
a-viz those developed by other groups discussed in the introduction section. By
the application of a static electric field delivered by external electrodes fabricated
alongside the nanowires we are able to show nearly an order of magnitude increase
of sensitivity over that obtained with no field applied. The potential applied to
the external electrodes in this demonstration has been varied between 0 and 1 V.
In theory a higher potential can be applied however during experimentation it was
observed that increasing the voltage to about 1.5 V produced minuscule bubbles in
the fluid chamber which holds a small sample size (10 µl) of the fluid being tested by
the sensor.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary of the thesis
Piezoelectric micro-mechanical resonators of various resonator element shapes and
dimensions have been tested and found to be compliant with the wireless actua-
tion mechanism at distances of over a meter and actuation power of -10 dBm (0.1
mW). The distance and polarization dependences of the same present non-intuitive
responses which are explained by near field effects and multi-path interferences of
the E-fields. However it is interesting to note that there is a signal registered by the
device at nearly all orientations and distances from the antenna source. This may be
handy for applications such as powering of either handheld, wearable or implantable
biomedical devices. However the efficiency initially reported is about 3%. In Chapter
4, we have presented how accessing a higher frequency mode of similar resonators
can be used to increase efficiency to 15% without any design modifications. This
is due to the fact that closing the gap between the resonance frequency of the top
IDT - patch antennas and the mechanical plate type resonator below enhances the
energy transfer coupling between them and causes the system to become more effi-
cient. While we restricted our observations to a source antenna power of -10 dBm
(0.1 mW) it has been observed that increasing this by even a decade can improve
observed results and the efficiency. Design modifications to the resonators where by
mechanically the resonance frequency of the resonator is increased to a level to match
or come close to the resonance of the patch antennas or equivalently to design slightly
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longer patch antennas (since the resonance frequency of the patch relates inversely
with its length) which would resonate at lower frequencies and thus match the res-
onator’s resonance frequencies would yield further gains in efficiency. Conversely an
array of similar resonators can be fabricated and used to capture more of the incident
energy. Such a system while larger than a single resonator would still not occupy a
large foot print given the micron-dimensions of a single resonator. Further more tests
of these devices should be carried out with the aid of human phantom, which mimic
the electrical properties of human tissues. Such experiments could guide design of
future devices for maximum energy transfer for bio-implants.
In the second half of the thesis Silicon Nanowire based biosensors have been pre-
sented and discussed extensively as robust platforms of highly sensitive bio-molecule
detection. We have fabricated the wires down to 60 nm thickness which has been a
significant advancement in this kind of fabrication in our group. Earlier wire thick-
nesses used were only up to about 100 - 130 nm thick. Also using an SU-8 layer for
insulation has resulted in lower leakage currents in the device as compared to previous
ones. In addition a thinner gate oxide of just 5 nm has helped us make the sensitivity
of the device higher in Serum. We are able to detect NT-ProBNP down to 2 ng/ml
using these devices. In addition a separate set of devices are also presented having
external patterned electrodes. Upon the application of DC-fields it can be seen that
there is an increase in device sensitivity by nearly of an order of magnitude. Future
works can look into the application of AC-fields to the fluid around the nanowires.
It is expected that there will be interesting frequency dependencies of the devices.
However for this an appropriate ground plane is necessary to be built onto the chip
design.
In conclusion both Piezoelectric micro-mechanical resonators and Silicon Nanowire
based biosensors are found to be robust platforms for wireless actuation and bio-
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sensing in POC device applications, respectively. Both of them are commercially
viable and in the future can be developed as either standalone products or as an
integrated whole. Given there micron dimensions it is expected that both of them
may eventually help save precious lives one day!
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Appendix A
Butterworth Van Dyke (BVD) model
The Butterworth Van Dyke (BVD) model is traditionally used to simplify and
characterize the piezoelectric resonator and consists of four lumped element compo-
nents. The model (Figure A·1) consists of two arms in parallel; the first containing
Capacitance C0, which is a purely electrical quantity physically representing the ca-
pacitance between the top electrodes and the bottom ground plane, while the second
arm contains the resistance Rm, inductance Lm, and capacitance Cm.
Qualitatively, these three terms represent the motional arm and determine the
series resonance, where the admittance of the resonator rises to value 1/Rm at a
frequency where the series inductance Lm cancels the series capacitance Cm. It may
be noted that the S21 data was recorded for a two-port system, consisting of not only
a piezoelectric resonator but also a coaxial cabling system connecting the input and
output ports of the resonator. To model such a system a two-port, three-element, pi-
network was used (Figure A·1). Each of the three elements in the network has discrete
internal impedances namely Za and Zc corresponding to the cable connections and
Zb corresponding to the BVD model of the piezoelectric resonator. The measured
S-parameter data relating the ratio of output to input voltage, for this two-port pi-
network was then converted to Z-parameters (Z − 11, Z − 21, Z − 12 and Z − 22) for
the same, relating the input and output voltage and currents of the two-port network
using conversion formulas given in literature [Pozar, 2009], using line impedance Z0
of 50 Ω. Employing the reciprocity of a passive element network, we have Z − 21 =
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Figure A·1: The four element Butterworth Van Dyke equivalent
model used to model the piezoelectric resonator consists of two parallel
arms of which the series arm (top) consists of Rm, Lm and Cm which
represent the mechanical motion of the resonator while the second arm
(below) consists of the capacitance C0. A two-port three-element pi-
network is used to model the entire piezoelectric resonator along with
connecting coaxial cables. Each element of the network has internal
impedance (Za, Zb and Zc).
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Figure A·2: The BVD model under voltage (Vs) excitation results in
the total current response Is flowing in the circuit which is the sum of
the currents I1 and I2 through each arm as shown. The voltage across
each arm is equal to Vs.
Z−12, giving the Z-parameter equations in terms of internal impedances, Za, Zb and
Zc of the pi-network.
All transformations up to this point are exact. However, the only approxima-
tion and possible source of error is modeling of the resonator and the connections
by a three-element pi-network, while ignoring the more complex parasitic topologies.
However, in first order approximations, this model is valid and can provide reason-
able results. In particular, the impedance Zb is of interest as it represents the input
impedance of the BVD model circuit. A Matlab algorithm performs these calcula-
tions on each measured data set and converts it to the impedance Zb from which
are extracted the series and parallel resonance frequency fs and fp along with the
corresponding impedance values zs and zp at the respective frequencies. These values
are used with the following relations to extract the lumped elements of the BVD as
shown in Figure A·2.
Rm = zs (A.1)
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C0 =
√
1
ω2pRzp
(A.2)
Cm = C0
(
ω2p
ω2s
− 1
)
(A.3)
Lm =
1
Cmω2s
(A.4)
where, ωs and ωp are the corresponding angular frequencies to both fs and fp re-
spectively. The response of the BVD circuit to a voltage excitation reveals the input
admittance of the model. Considering a voltage excitation of the form:
VS = V0exp
ιωt (A.5)
where ω is the excitation frequency hence from here the currents in the two arms can
be calculated:
I1 = I01exp
ιωt (A.6)
I2 = I02exp
ιωt (A.7)
For arm-1 the voltage equations becomes
VS =
Q1
C0
(A.8)
where Q is the charge related to the current by the integral with respect to time. The
the voltage equation for arm-2 becomes:
VS = I2Rm +
Q2
Cm
+ Lm
dI2
dt
(A.9)
Using the charge-current relation from before and the voltage-current relation for
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an inductor, and adding the two arm currents gives us:
IS = VSιωC0 +
VS
Rm − ιωCm + ιωLm
(A.10)
IS
VS
= ιωC0 +
1
Rm − ιωCm + ιωLm
(A.11)
The LHS of the above equation is the input admittance of the BVD circuit (YBVD),
which is complex, and its real (GBVD) and imaginary (BBVD) parts reveal the am-
plitude and phase information given by the following equations after simple algebraic
manipulations:
YBVD =
 Rm
R2m +
(
ωLm − 1ωCm
)2
+ ι
ωC0 −
(
ωLm − 1ωCm
)
R2m +
(
ωLm − 1ωCm
)2
 (A.12)
GBVD =
 Rm
R2m +
(
ωLm − 1ωCm
)2
 (A.13)
BBVD =
ωC0 −
(
ωLm − 1ωCm
)
R2m +
(
ωLm − 1ωCm
)2
 (A.14)
The earlier calculated values of the series Resistance (Rm), Inductance (Lm) and
Capacitance (Cm) from the impedance data Zb is used to plot the real part of the
admittance (GBVD), which is the lorentzian response of the device. It is this response
that is used through out this work for analysis of resonators.
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Appendix B
Efficiency Calculation for Wireless
Actuation
It is important to discuss there brief calculation here. It may be noted that the
electric field undergoes fringing along the length of the patch. These fringing fields
travel in both the substrate and air hence an effective dielectric constant eff is used.
In addition the same fringing fields causes the patch antenna to appear longer thus
an effective Length Leff is introduced. Analytical expressions for calculation of the
effective length, dielectric constant and the resonant frequency of the patch are given
by,
eff =
r + 1
2
+
r − 1
2
[
1 + 12
h
W
]− 1
2
(B.1)
4L = 0.412h(eff + 0.3)
(
W
h
+ 0.264
)
(eff − 0.258)
(
W
h
+ 0.8
) (B.2)
Leff = L+ 24 L (B.3)
where L and W are the length and width of the patch respectively while  and h
are the dielectric constant and height of the piezoelectric material respectively. The
resonant frequency of a patch antenna is given by the equation,
fr =
c
2Leff
√
reff
(B.4)
where c is the speed of light given approximately as 300 m/s. Thus for a patch of
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L 87-microns, W of 25 microns, piezoelectric substrate height of 2-microns and a
dielectric constant of 9.00, all corresponding to one of the patches of Device A the
resonant frequency as per the above is given by 603.33 GHz.
The efficiency of Device A is dependent on the efficiency of the top interdigitated
array of patch electrodes. The efficiency of this array is given as the ratio of the
power the device outputs to the wireless power captured by the device from the
transmission bi-conical antenna. The output power from the device can be calculated
using the S21-parameter from the network analyzer (VNA) data. The input power
into Device-A is taken as the power irradiating the resonator due to the transmission
bi-conical antenna at each of the 10 measurement distances (6,8,10,12,16,20,24,28,32
and 36 inches). This input power is the product of the power density at each of these
distances, as measured by a portable power meter, and the effective area (Aeff) of
the top interdigitated array of patch antennas. The maximum effective area (Aeff)
of any antenna is related to its maximum directivity by,
Aeff =
λ2D0
4pi
(B.5)
where, lambda (λ) is about 2.5m corresponding to the irradiating wave at a frequency
of 121.7 MHz and D0 is the directivity of the top interdigitated patch electrode array.
This directivity is the product of the directivity of a single patch electrode (D1) and
the array factor. Realizing that a patch antenna can be modeled as two radiating
slots separated by a length Leff the far-field electric field pattern is then given as,
Eφ = ι
k0hWE0exp
−ιk0r
2pir
{
sinθ
sinX
X
sinZ
Z
}
(B.6)
X =
k0h
2
sinθcosφ (B.7)
Z =
k0W
2
cosθ (B.8)
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Also Er ≈ Eθ ≈ 0 in the far-field. In addition for small substrate heights k0h less
than 1 so the sin(X)/X term becomes = 1, hence we get,
Eφ = ι
k0hWE0exp
−ιk0r
2pir
{
sinθ
sinZ
Z
}
(B.9)
where for Device-A, Eθ is the electric field (V/m), h is the patch substrate height
(2e-6 m), W is the width of the patch (25e-6 m), fr is the resonance frequency of the
patch 603.33 GHz, λ0 is the free space wavelength (5.00e-4 m), k0 is the free space
wave number (12.566e3 m -1). Then the radiation intensity U (W/sr) is given by,
U =
r2
2η0
[Eφ]
2 =
(
r2
2η0
)(
k0hWE0
2pir
)2{
sinθ
sinZ
Z
}2
(B.10)
X =
k0h
2
sinθcosφ (B.11)
Z =
k0W
2
cosθ (B.12)
where η0 is the impedance of free space about 377 Ω. The product of the electric field
and the height of the substrate gives the voltage across each slot. Hence the power
radiated Prad (W) can be calculated via the integration of the radiation intensity U
(W/sr), over the solid angles.
Prad =
2pi∮
0
pi∮
0
Usinθdθdφ (B.13)
Prad is given in Watts (W) and the element solid angle dΩ = sinθdθdφ, thus
integrating the radiation intensity equation over the solid angles, we get Prad as,
Prad =
|V0|2
2piη0
pi∫
0
(
sin
(
k0W
2
− cosθ)
cosθ
)2
sin2θsinθdθ (B.14)
Directivity of an antenna is the ratio of the radiation intensity (Umax) in a given
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direction from the antenna to the radiation intensity averaged over all directions (U0).
The average radiation intensity U0 = (Prad)/4pi. Given that,
D1 =
4piUmax
Prad
(B.15)
where Umax is the maximum radiation intensity (W/solid angle), Prad is the total
power radiated (W). The maximum radiation intensity given as Umax (W/sr) as fol-
lows,
Umax =
(
r2
2η0
)(
k0WhE0
2pir
)2
(B.16)
which reduces to,
Umax =
|V0|2
2η0pi2
(
piW
λ0
)2
(B.17)
where k0 =
2pi
λ0
Thus the directivity of a single slot using the above becomes,
D1 =
Umax
U0
=
4piUmax
Prad
=
4pi |V0|
2
2pi2η0
(
piW
λ0
)
|V0|2
2piη0
I
(B.18)
where,
I =
pi∫
0
(
sin
(
k0W
2
cosθ
)
cosθ
)2
sin2θsinθdθ (B.19)
D1 =
(
2piW
λ0
)2
1
I1
(B.20)
A numerical estimation for the integral I, is given as,
I1 = −2 + cos(X) +XSi(X) + sin(X)
X
(B.21)
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where, W is the width of the patch (25 µm), h is the height of the substrate (2 µm),
fr is the resonance frequency of the patch 603.33 GHz, λ0 is the free space wavelength
(0.5 mm), k0 is the free space wave number given by (12566.66), X = k0W = 0.3 and
Si is the sine integral for which the values can be found from tables given in [con, ].
This gives an I1 of 0.03 for X = 0.3.
The directivity D1 for the first slot comes out to be 3.2898 (dimensionless). The
directivity of the second slot can be calculated considering that the two slots separated
by distance Leff from a linear array of two elements for which the directivity (Dslots)
is given by,
Dslots =
2Nd
λ
(B.22)
where N = 2 (number of elements), d is the distance between the slots (0.8869 µm),
λ is the free space wavelength given before. This gives a Dslots of 0.7095, using it
with D1 = 3.2898 the directivity for one patch is given by Dpatch = D1xDslots = 2.334
which is the directivity of a single patch antenna for Device A. There are 4 sets of
interdigitated patch antennas in Device A (8 patch antennas in total) out of these
the signal output is only from one set of 4 patch antennas. Hence the product of the
directivity of a single patch (2.334) and the directivity of the linear array of 4 patch
antennas each separated form the other by a distance d of 37.86 µm gives an array
directivity Darray of 0.6057.
Thus the total directivity D0 as D0 = Dpatch ∗Darray = 1.4138
This total directivity can be used now to calculate the effective area (Aeff ) of the
patch antenna as given by the expression before. Once the effective area is known
the input power to Device A can be calculated and thus the efficiency as described
earlier.
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